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PREFACE

The three studies which form this volume were prepared at the request of the
International Group for the Study of Ancient Egyptian Pottery for inclusion in An
Introduction to Ancient Egyptian Pottery. Due to the delay in finalising that volume
and in submitting completed chapters for publication in fascicle form it was decided,
with much regret, to withdraw those published herein. The original date of
preparation of each study is indicated in its respective first footnote, as are the
dates of revisions. From these it will be apparent why withdrawal was first
considered. The decision was made as a result of discussions concerning the topic for
a second Occasional Paper to be published by thc Archaeology Research Unit of the
Victoria College in 1989. This offered the opportunity of finally making available
the three studies in question without further delay and thus avoiding the necessity
of extensive revisions whieh would have been required if much more Lime were to
elapse before their publication. It must be emphasised that they are of an
introductory nature.

Every attempt has been made to standardise the terminology which was employed
during the years in which the studies were prepared and to remove duplications,
though this has not been possihle in every ease. The line drawings and photographs
which illustrate each study have been placed at the end of the text of each one and
not combined, hence numbering is not consecutive throughout the volume.

Colin A. Hope
Department of Classical and Near Eastern Studies
The University of Melbourne.
The Museum of Victoria.
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Chronology of the New Kingdom 1552-1069 BC .
(after O·Connor in RG.Trigger, B.J.Kemp, D.O·Connor and A.RLloyd, Ancient

Social H ist ory (Cambridge 1983), table 3.1.)

""IIIth I>ynasty }CI}Cth Dynasty

Ahmose

Amu n h otep 1
Tuthm cais 1
Tuthrnosis II
Hatshe psut
Tutb mosis III
Amenholep "
Tuthmosis IV
Amenholep 1lI
Amenholcp IV/
Akhenalon
Smenkhkare
Tutankhamun
Ay
Horcmheb

1552-1527
1527-1506
1506-1494
1494-1490
1490-1468
1490-1436
1438-1412
1412-1402
1402-1364
1364-1347

Ramesses J
Sci; I

Ramcsses "
Merenptah
Amcnmcsscs

Seli "
Siplah
Twosrct

:X:Xth Dynasty

1351-1348
1347-1337
1337-1333
1333-1305

Sctnakht
Ramesses II I
Ramesses IV
Ramcsscs V
Ramesscs VI
Ramesses VII
Ramesses V III
Ramcsses IX
Rarncsscs X
Ramcxsc s XI

1305-1303
1303·1289
129-1224
1224-1204
1204·1200
1200-1194
1194-11
1194-1186

1186-1184
11 4·115
1153-1146
1146-1142
1142·J135
1135-1129
1129-J127
1127-1109
1109-1099
1099-1069

gyl": A
THE "VIIIth DYNASTY POTTERY FROM MALKATA



During the years 1971-1974 the University Museum, University of Pennsylvania,
conducted three seasons of excavations at the Malkata palace complex of Amenhotep III
on the west bank of the Nile at Luxor (pI. 1)1 The areas which were examined lie
mainly on the periphery of the complex (Kemp & O'Connor 1974; O'Connor 1980; Kemp
forthcoming), the central areas having been excavated by the Egyptian Expedition of
the Metropolitan Museum of Art (Hayes 1959, 244-59; Smith 1981, 281-95 with
ref'erencesj.t It is the pottery from the recent work at the site which is used for
this chapter, together with that collected to the west of the site, which was the
dumping place used by the inhabitants for unwanted or broken vessels (pI. 1).

j

As I have indicated elsewhere (Hope 1978, 62-4 & 1980, 72-77), all available cvidenee
suggests that the site of Malkata was occupied only during the late XVlIlth dynasty,
and most of the pottery can be dated more specifically to the last decade of the
reign of Amcnhotep III (Hayes 1951, 36-7; Kemp & O'Connor 1974, 128-30; O'Connor
1980).3 It provides us, therefore, with an extensive body of well-dated material to
use as the basis of a discussion of the pottery of the late XVIlIth dynasty. That it
typifies the ceramics of that period can be seen from a ,comparison of the
illustrations provided here with those published in excavation reports of material of
a similar date from other sites in the Nile Valley, primarily Amarna (Peet & Woolley
1923; Frankfort & Pe nd lebury 1933; Pendlebury 1951; Hope forthcoming). Comparative
material from Egypt may be found from the following sites, as well as many others:
Abydos (Randall-Maciver & Mace 1902; Garstang 1909; Pcet & Loat 1.913), Gurob (Petrie
1890 & 1891; Loat 1904), Harageh (Engclbaeh 1923), Qau (Brunton 1930), Rifeh (Petrie
1907), Saqqara (Firth & Gunn 1926; Quibell & Hayter 1927), and Sedment (Petrie &
Brunton 1924). From regions to the south see material from Aniba (Stcindorff 1937),
Soleb (Schiff-Giorgini 1971) and sites recorded by the Archaeological Survey of Nubia
(Reisner 1910; Firth 1915 & 1927; Emery & Kirwan 1935). This indicates a great deal
of uniformity in the ceramic repertoire throughout the Nile Valley.

For the purposes of the present discussion the material from the vanous excavation
areas at Malkata will be treated en masse without any description of the
characteristics of the material from those individual areas. During the recording of
the pottery a basic division was made into undecorated and decorated wares to
facilitate a comparison of the two; the same distinction is employed here.

The discussion which follows outlines the main fabric types which were used, the
surface treatments employed, the wares produced and the figures and plates illustrate
the most common shapes made in the wares. Some general comments on technology,
function and ceramic specialisation are included; a short discussion of the relative
frequency of the different ware families is provided.
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The Pottery Fabrics

. f bri t cs is given here These were idcntifiedthe rnarn a TIC yp .
ifi ti hand lense and examples of each were10 magrn lea IOn - ~,
. I I' They arc all New Kingdom versionssubmitted to chemical and petrographlca ana YSIS. .'

II k > f Egyptian pottery fa br ic s.f The designauons employed hereof the we - nown range 0 . .
. f bri is that suggested by the tnrcrnational }roup for thefor the main a fie groups I ....' .

Study of Egyptian Pottery and termed the "Vienna System" (Bourr ia u 198ta, 14·15;

Nordstrom 1985).

Only a
with the

brief resume of
aid of a I x

The most common material used was Nile silt clay. Of the Nile silt fabrics the
following have been identified at Malkala: Nile 82 (abundant fine-medium sand and
fine straw te mpcr P, C (abundant medium-coarse sand and finc-mcdiurn straw lCmper~

and D (abundant fine-medium sand, fine straw and lime temper). However, during the
recording of the large number of sherds to be dealt with it did not pr ve possible 10
distinguish between these types in all cases, a problem which is cnc untcred
frequently in classifying Nile silt fabrics (Hope, Blauer & Riederer t9 I, 162;
Bourriau & Aston 1985a, 33). They have, therefore, been amalgamated in most cases. It
can be noted here that Nile silt fabric B2 appears to have been used for small .
medium sized bowls and small jars, while fabrics C and 0 occur with la r c r bowls and
jars. Nile silt C tempered with much coarse straw was used for the handmade bread
dishes. These distinctions are not invariable.

The Marl clays were used less frequently than the Nile silt clays.
types the following are encountered:

f the standard

Fine Marl A

variant 3 - a homogeneous, dense matrix with small-medium sized grains of sand and
limestone and some voids from burnt out straw Or decomposed lime tone.
It is usually fired greenish-grey (SY 6/2)7 to pale yellow (5Y 7/3)
and may have pinkish cores; the surface may display several fired
colours.f

variant 4 - it has proved necessary to divide this Fabric .Into two sub-types:

4.1 A dense-bodied, fine marl, tempered with small grains of sand mica and
cal . I . ,

.carcolls me usrons; the former are more frequent than the latter.
It IS normally fired light red (2 5YR 6/6-8) h, I' hd . ), may ave Ig t grey cores
an naturally occurring white-cream surfaces (2 5Y 7/2) A h . .
of th' f bri . h . . . . c aracte rrsttc

_.• IS a Tie IS t e fine white speckling of the fracture by the
OXldlsed calcareous gr a in s.? .

4.2 In a dense matrix there - f
fired red (2.5YR 4-5/6) ::: eo~rse. r~gmcnts of limestone and sand; it is
the preced] b- may have grey-brown cores. It is harder than

109 su type.
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Marl D This fabric shows a great deal of variation in grain size, density of the
matrix and amount of inclusions, but contains equal amounts of siliceous
and calcareous inclusions. It is fired red (2.SYR 4-5/6) with grey-brown
cores, and the section shows numerous white (oxidised) calcareous grains
which vary in size and shape.I?

Of these Fine Marl A, variant 4.1 was used for certain bowls, amphorae and jars and
variant 4.2 for amphorae and some jars and IS rare. Marl D was used In the
manufacture of amphorae, lcntoid flasks, tankards and occasionally broad neckless
jars. Fine Marl A, variant 4 and Marl 0 are common; they may result from either
natural or artificial mixing of different raw materials (Hope, Blauer & Riederer
1981,162-164; Kaplan 1978,58). Examples of Marl D resemble Fine marl A variant 4.1]1

Surf ace Treatments

Under this heading arc grouped all secondary treatments applied to the vessel once
it had been shaped, other than simple smoothing of the surface by the potter with his
hands or a yielding 1001. These treatments have been divided into two categories: the
undecorated and the decorated. For this purpose slips or washes are defined as all-
over coatings and are regarded as deliberate attempts to alter the basic surface
colour of the fired fabrics and reduce their porosity. They were usually applied to
both the interior and exterior of open forms and to the exterior of closed forms.
Variations on this scheme are found on bowls which may be coated either on the
interior or the exterior, though the entire surface is covered. Certain small jars
have slips on the exterior and the interior of the neck. Similarly, burnishing or
polishing, when it occurs, is found over all of the surface, except in a few cases
where only the rim top was burnished. In this case it is possible to speak of
decorative burnishing. Decoration, on the other hand, does not entirely cover the
surface and employs definite motifs and designs. The slips were often used as a base
over which the decoration was applied. They were applied before the vessel was fired
(Lucas 1962, 370-371; Nordstrom 1972, 46), except in the case of the white washes/
coatings which were a pplied after firing.

Undecorated Surface Treatments

a) Plain, uncoated surfaces, occasionally burrrishcd (with amphorae).

b) Red-slipped surfaces which may be burnished. The colour of the slip is derived
from an iron ochre (Noll 1981,120 & 134) and the burnish covers that area which is
slipped. There are examples where the burnish covers only one part of the slipped
surface on bowls, e.g., bowls slipped red inside and outside but only burnished
outside, etc. There is a complete duplication of shapes occurring in both red-slipped

.>:....0.-._)
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and red-slipped and burnished
here.

wares so that it is not necessary to separate the two 1. uncoated
2. a cream slip
3. a red burnished slip

4. a combination of 2 and 3 with a cream slip on the exterior and a red slip,
sometimes burnished, on the intcrior . only on bowls.

c) Cream-slipped surfaces. The cream is derived from a finc calcarcou marl mixed
with water (Lucas 1962,370 & 382; Hope 1978, 71 note 5): rare on undccoratcd

pottery. except with amphorae.
It is possible that decoration of this type IS derived from the practice of
decorating the body of jars with bands of colour during the first half of the XVlIlth
dynasty and also the red and black designs found on vessels from the late Second
Intermediate Period to mid-XVIIlth dynasty (Bourriau 1981h; Hope 1987h; Holthocr 1977,
55-7). The latter are, on the whole, more complex than those found during the late
XVlIlth dynasty. They may be derived ult imately from the Bichrome ware common in
Palestine and Cyprus at a slightly earlier dale (Epstein 1966; Amiran 1969, 152ff;
Bourriau 1981a, nos 261-4). This type of decoration is not encountered in any
quantity at Malkata (only 76 shcrds); it is known at Amarna (Peet & Woolley 1923, pl.
XII.I; Rose 1984, 145 & 151 and 1986, 110) and at Deir el-Medineh (Nagel 1938
passim). The pigments which were used were ochres of iron and were applied before
firing (Noll 1981, 119-20 & 133-34).

J

d) Cream-slipped and burnished surfaces; the burnishing always covers all of thc

slipped area.

e) White-washed surfaces. These result from a mixture of a while cclourin a cnt,
probably gypsum (Lucas 1962, 348- 349; Noll 1981, 120 & 134) with watcr.12

f) White-coated surfaces. These are distinguished from c) by the thickness of the
white layer, but are probably of the same composition as c).

g) Red-slipped and white coated surfaces. These arc a combination of a thi k white
coating over a red slip. The red slip occurs on both s u rf'accs while the while

~ coating is either on one or both of the surfaces.
c) Blue-Painted Dccorat ion D

Decorated Surface Treatments This type of decoration is characterised
pigment with red and black for details and
applied over different types of surface:

by the predominant use of
a wide range of motif's. The

a) Rim Bands

a pale
designs

blue
were

Various types of decorative rim bands were used, namely:
1. a red band on the rims of bowls which are otherwise plain
2. a band of decorative burnish on the rims of vessels which have a red lip
either inside or outside

R3.a white rim band on bowls which are red-slipped inside and outside.
im bands, mostly black, are more typical of the Second Intermediate Peri d and early

X;lIIth dynasty, .though they are known, for example, at Amarna, Deir cl-Medinch
( agel 1938, passim) and Saqqara (Bourriau & Aston 1985a, 35) of late XVIIlth-XIXth
~y~asty date. Types 1-2 were effected before firing
firing. while type 3 was applied after

1. an uncoated surface; this is very rare indeed with Nile silt Iabrics.J"
2. a cream-slipped surface; this is the most common basic treatment.
3. a red slip on those parts to receive painted decoration and cream under the

decorated areas; the cream is either a slip or the natural surface. It is rare.

The red and black pigments arc the same as those employed in the preceding type of
decoration, while the blue is peculiar to the pottery of the New Kingdom, being a
cobalt aluminate spinell. This was first identified by Riederer (1974, 104-106) and
then by Noll and Hangst (1975); it is discussed in detail by Noll (t978 & 1981) and
Bachmann (Bachmann, Everts & Hope 1980). So far as is known, there is no source of
cobalt in the Nile Valley and it is probable that it was brought from e.itbc r the
Eastern Desert (Riederer 1974) or the Oases of Dakhich aod Kharga (Bachmann, Everts &

Hope 1980; Kaczmarczyk & Hedges 1983, 52-3; Kaczmarczyk 1986; Segnit 1987).t5 During
the New Kingdom coba lt was also used as a colourant in faience and glass (Lucas 1962,
188-89; Kaczmarczyk & Hedges 1983, 41-54 and chapter 5 passil1l)16 Its use on the
pottery of the period, in preference to the common blue frit, may have resulted from
the fact that the colour of the latter was at its best when applied 111 thick layers
which have poor adhesive qualities, while the former adheres well in thin layers
(Noll 1981, 135)17 Noll believes that the blue pigment was applied to the vessels
after firing (1981, 130-32) while the present author and Bachmann have suggested that

b) Linear Decoration

Th 'fe mati s employed consist mainly of simple r
the body of the vessel and tickings either on t~:es,. either straight or undulating, on
executed in monochrome bl. k b rrm top or outer edge. These are
d ac, TOWn or dark red:
ots on black lines 0 f ' very rarely there are overlaid red

. . ne ragmenr carries a' .
crosshatchlllg (fig 8f) Th if senes of red lines and panels of

. . e mati S were applied over different types of surface:
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t was applied before firing (Bachmann, Everts & Hope '1980). The dcc~raliun was
I h hid possibly by the porter h imvclf. Theprobably applied to the vessel on t c w ec an.
use of cobalt aluminate blue pigment shows a hig'h level of technical ompcicncc on

the part of the Egyptian potters of the day.

the vessel contour.

The blue-painted pottery from Malkata is chronologically the first large deposit
known so far, though the earliest examples appear to date to the reigns of Amenhotep
II and Tuthmosis IV (Hope 1987b, 110-11). The quantity from this site is only equalled
by that from Amarna (Hope forthcoming) and, to a lesser extent, De ir el-Medineh.if I' I used is extensive, the rna in vourcc ofWhilst the range of floral moll S \V lie 1 was

the blue lotus flower. Other categories of motif's include linear,inspiration was
fauna, humans, deities and hieroglyphs. It is evident that the ult imarc origin of
this type of decoration lies In the practice of festooning flora! garla n dv 01' collars
around jars and amphorae on festive occasions and, indeed, the decoration of many

large jars and amphorae incorporates these collars into the decorative dcxign (c.g.,
Bachmann, Everts & Hope 1980, pI. 21a; Boston 1982, nos 81 & 8:1). he decoration
normally comprises a series of horizontal panels which arc clearly sc pa r tlcU Irum one
another and delineated by bands and/or lines of colour. The dc:-.i n~ arc rinilt.: with
few all-over motifs and there is little sense of movement. Exceptions 10 (hi~ can he
seen on vessels decorated with motif's which arc not placed vcrticu lly or whi h have a
distinct directionalism. Examples of this may be seen in decoration in orporating

marshscapcs with humans and animals (Boston 1982, no. 74), unimalv (ibiu .. 1111. 77),
birds (Hayes 1959, fig. 150), fish and spirals, in which iJ hori/olllal -cnvc of
movement is created by the direction in which the 111uti 1':-. Iucc Or' in line (,~c also
Boston .1982, no. 72). Decoration IS restricted to the uppcr parts of j~r:-. and the
interior and upper exterior of bowls, where it has 1110:-.t visual effect. he dccorutivc
scheme is often quite crowded.

d) Polychrome Decoration

This term has been used to distinguish a type of decoration which employed a wider
range of colours than the blue-painted pottery. In addition to blue, red and black,
green, yellow and white are also to be found. The full range of colours is not always
employed, The green is a frit (Lucas 1962, :144-45), the yellow orpime nt (ibid., 349-
50) and the white gypsum or calcium carbonate (ibid., 349)22 White was USed as a
base for motifs executed in the other colours (chapter Ill, pl.7a). Furthermore, this
type of decoration can be distinguished from the blue-painted family by the thickness
of the application of the pigments and its use of blue frit instead of cobalt
aluminate blue.23 The pigments are now quite fragile; they were applied to the vessel
after firing.

Polychrome decoration was applied to vessels the surfaces of which had been treated
in the following ways:

In addition to painting, certain relief technique s of decoration were cm ptoycd. These
comprise the modelling of the vessel wall and the usc of applic d decorative
elcmcntv.Jf The former consists mainly of modelling invcrtcd lip~ on bowls (fig,.<.h: &

title page to this chapter), ridges in the sides 01' necks of jar!'! (fiet. I Ja; pl~
Sa, 9a & lOa) and faces of the goddess Harbor in the necks of large jar" (fig, Ilk &
lIb; Haves 1959 fig 150' G'ui d . 1(78)' . -- '., JUI otu 7 . Applied decoration takes the. Form of
ledges (pl. lOa), small discs added to the rim (figs I t d & 12d' I 9b) I f fl ..
(of who h h . , p. ,c ump. 0 OWCIS

IC t erc. IS only one possible example UpOI1 a lid) and 1ll0uldl11adc fa i:~ of
Hathur on the rims or necks of· (C 13)r d d .'.. Jars Ig. c and bowlsl/}. Thl.: 1ll0~t C0I11I11011 lise ofapp Ie ecoratlon IS In the ap r . I" f .

I . pica IOn 0 gazelle or Ibex hcad~ to the nt:ch of acer am type of small amphora (f' 1) .
the sh Id f h Ig. 1e; the body of the animal may be painted upon

. ou er 0 t e vessel (chapter III, fig.7 nO.5 & p1.8b)20

a) White-coated on the area to be decorated only, the entire surface having first
received a cream slip and burnish; this is the most common treatment

b) White-coated in the manner of a), the entire surface having been red slipped and
burnished first

c) White-coated over all of the surface
d) Smoothed hut uncoated

The motifs are predominantly floral with abstract and linear elements occurring;
again, it appears imitative of floral garlands or collars. This type of decorati~n
elosely resembles that on some jar sealings (Fairman 1951, 145-146; Hayes 1951, ftg.
24; Hope 1978, 16-21). Examples from Malkala come mostly from amphorae and preserve
decoration in a continuous band on the shoulder only (chapter Ill, pI. 7a); handles
from these vessels seem to have been painted red, yellow or green. There are a few
sherds from the site which indicate that imitations of actual collars were painted
upon amphorae. These preserve representations of the ties which were used to hold the

II . I . t d in red An unusual handled vessel similar to the typeco ars In p ace. paIn e. ..
illustrated on fig. lIe, now in the Cleveland Museum of Art (no. 20.1977) and
possibly from Malkata, is decorated with two polychrome, floral collars and an
applied gazelle head (Boston 1982, no. 81). However, the. repres~ntation of such

11 tt more characteristic of the Ramesslde Penod (Bell 1987) .co ars on po ery IS ' . .. .
Included with examples of polychrome decoration are all post-fIrIng pamted ~~LIfs,
such as bands of colour executed in monochrome, which are rare. For additIonal

Modelled and applied dccoralion
'1 f b are encountered mOre often upon vessels IIIad" ,'" N,'le

51 t a ries. It should be noted ~
d . thal on many vessels a combination of pa,'"tedecoratlOn and the actual shape f

o the vesscl 01' p t tl f'the Source of inspiration of the. ' ar len;o, IS used to simulate
bl pamted molif AI M-Ik,t- h" .uc 101us flower and·t be ._ a a a t IS IS malllly the 0IJcn

. I can seen at w k I
of vanous J'ars d h or III t lC goblets (fig 9g) d tl k
'I .. an andled vessels (fl'gs . an lC nee s

h) _ IOd lla 13b . d '.- A SImilar pr . ' ,. an paliltcd exam pies of Jg.ocess can be detected I
In general, the painted d. In (le so-called feminofonn vases (figs 13c),

ecoratlon call be seen to em ,,' I
P laS1SC t lC characteristics of

!

I

I

JJ
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comments see chapter III. The
the XVIlIth dynasty dale from
1987b, tll-l2).

earliest occurrences of this type of decoration within
the reigns of Tuthmosis III 10 Tuthrnosis IV (Hope

The Ware and Types

As defined here, a ware is a combination of a particular fabr-ic and surface
treatment, while the types are the shapes known to occur in those wares. The figures
and plates which illustrate this study have been arranged to indicate a. selection of
the commonest shapes occurring in the ware groups to be listed and for convenience
figure and plate references arc given with each of the wares. Where a shape Occurs in
more than one ware, rather than duplicate the drawing, it is illu trate d once only
and included amongst the ware group in which il is most commonly encountered.

Group A: Uncoated Wares

1. Nile silt wares with brown surfaces
a) Nile silt 82-0: figs lc-r; 2a, f, j; 3a, f-h; 4a-c; Sa, d; 8a(?); pIs 2a-b,
4a,6b

b) Nile silt C with much slraw: fig. la-b

2. Marl clay wares with cream - greyish-green or reddish surfaces
a) Fine marl A. variant 3: figs 5f-i; 6a; 7a-b
h) Fine marl A, variant 4.1: figs Sf, j; 6a; 7a-b; pl. 7a
c)Finem~rI A, variant 4.2:figs. 3d, 7a or 8a.Fragments only survive from
large. Wide amphorae with mould made bases; the surface is burnished

Group B: Coated Wares

1. Nile silt 82-0 wares

a) red-slipped and/or burnished: figs I d
c- ,g-m, p-r: 2b, d-i; Sa-h; 5c, C', Za-b;pis 2a, 3a-b, 4b-5b

b) cre."m-slippcd: figs 4d-c; 5a-b; 7a-b; pI. 6a
c) while-washed: figs 2i-j; 3g-h; 4a-b; pl. 5c
d) whIte-coated: figs Ic-d, g-rn; 2c, f- . 3a d '. . .
difficult to di ti . g; " I; 4f, 5d. It IS sometimes

IS mguish from c) when th h b
e) red-slipped and/or burnished' e~c as cen surface erosion.

WIth a white coating: fIg. Ig, k, m

2. Marl clay ware .
. s, cream-shppcd and burnished

a) Marl D: fIgs 5k; 6b-h; 7a-c; 8a; pIs 6c 7b-c
b) Marl A, variant 4.2: fig. 7a-b '
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Group C: Linear Decorated Wares

1. Nile silt fabric 82 with decorative rim bands

a) red-painted and/or burnished on an uncoated surface: fig. Ic-d, g-m
b) burnished band on a red-slipped surface: figs Ik-m; 3d -
c) white band on a red-slipped surface: fig. 1I-m

2. Nile silt fabric 82 with painted designs
a) cream-slipped: fig. Sb-c & i
b) red-slipped: fig. 8b & e
c) red- and cream-slipped: fig. 8b

3. Marl wares with painted designs
a) fine marl A, variant 4.1, uncoated: figs Sd & g-h
b) fine marl A, variant 4.2, red-slipped and burnished: fig. 8f

Group D: Blue-Painted Wares

1. Uncoated marl clay wares
a) Fine marl A, variant 3: figs 9a; 11a; Be; pI. IDa
b) Fine marl A, variant 4.1: figs 6a; lOb; 11a; Be; pIs 8b, 9a(right), Ifla-b

2. Coated Nile silt fahrics 82-D
a) Cream-slipped: figs 2j; 3g-h; 9a-12f; l3a-c; title page 10 this chapter; pis 8a,
9a(left) & 9b

h) Red-slipped and/or burnished with decoration on cream: figs 12h-1. The type
shown on fig. 12g presents a variation upon the norm, having a red burnished
slip on the exterior and a cream slip on the interior; the decoration is on the
exterior. Examples of this scheme arc known from Amarna; the motifs employed
upon this bowl are uncommon.

Group E: Polycbrome Decorated Wares

1. Uncoated fine marl A, variant 4.1: fig. 7h/8a. There are only a few sherds in this.
ware from amphorae with a straight shoulder.

2. Marl D crcam-slipped and burnished with decoralion on a while surface: figs 7a-b;
?6f; chapter III pI. 7a. As surviving fragments of this ware preserve few
morphological details other than the shape of the shoulder, it is difficult to
determine with certainty the original complete shape from which they came or the. -
range of shapes made in this ware.

3. Coaled Nile silt fabric 82
a) red-slipped and bur-nished with decoration on a while ground: fig. 13d. The

com piete shape prohably resembled thai of fig. 3f.
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b) white-coated: fig. 13e

by f ragmcn(s. shapes that arc represented at Mal ku t a
In order to illustrate ccrtam I . They arc'

. h vc been drawn and reproduced j c r-c rn . .
only, parallel prccc s a L d UC 8695 (unprovl:nanced;
Fig l1e - Petrie Museum, University College on 011,

Bourria u 1987, pI. XXVI.2) .
. . is.h M . 59265 from Amarna (Hope forthcoming)

Fur 13a - Bnus uscum , [unpruvcna nc d:
Fiu. 13c _ Petrie Museum, University CoJlcgc London, UC 8696; unprovcnancc •
~ chapter II pI. 2; Hope 1987a, illustration 57).

~cc

f,CC

Frequency of the Wares

d I if i I from the nivcr-xi ty Mu....cumA total of 144,440 shcrds were recorded an c aSS) icc
d . of their specific WiHC~. rhcy 111~IY beexcavations. While they were recordc III terms

grouped into four main ware f'am if ics on the basis of the presence or absence of

decoration and the type of decoration employed. These I'a milic» arc: Undcc orn tcd Wares
(Group' A-B), Linear Decorated Wares (Group C), Bl u c-Paintcd Wares (,roup D) and
Polychrome Decorated Wares (Group E). The following Frc q ucucy has been deter-mined:

Undecorated
Linear Decorated
Blue-Painled
Polychrome Decorated

96. I9'it
0.053%

3.70%

0.053%

All rim shcrd s were, additionally, recorded III

they originated, rim type, d iarnc.tcr and

therefore, to determine the minimum number
Of the total number of shcrds recorded 17,5XX
other diagnostic shcrds, attest the presence
to the ware families the following figures apply:

terms of the vessel form from which
percentage surviving. II I~ po.\sihlc,
of vessels which the rim shc rds attest.

were rirn shurds (12.2'#...) and these, plus
of at Ic ast 4,9')1 vessels. In relation

Undecora ted
Linear Decorated
Blue-Painted
Polychrome Decorated

4,616
35

321
19

(92.48')0
(0.70%)

(6.43%)
(0.3X'!!,)

These figures show clearly the relative infrequency of decorated pottery at the site.
Comparable though not identical f,'gu cs I· . bee bta i d .' , ......r lave ccn () tame at Arnar na d ur-ing recent
work (Rose 19!14 145 & 151 1986 ..' ,. . .

. ' , passIm & lYH7a, fig. 9.3). These results IndIcatethat even dUrIng the New Ki d h J •
. ng om, per aps l JC period of Pharaonic history duringwh.ch decorated potte y f' ..

. r was manu acturcd In larger quantilles than in any other such
material was far from com Of h d . ,
. man. t c ecorated ware families, the blue-painted family
IS the most frequent wh'l r - d _

·bI· ,I e mear ecorated and polychromc arc rare indeed It is
poss. e that polychrome decorated vesscls werc slightly more COmmon In f~ncrary
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contexts, the fragility of the pigments making them unsuitable for repeated handling
in domestic contexts (Bell 1987). Whilst it must be acknowledged that the Malkata
palace complex served specific ceremonial functions connected with Amcnhotcp Ill's
jubilee festivals (Kemp 1989, 213-217 & forthcoming) and this may ultimately account
for the large number of amphorae found at the site, the proportions of the ware
families (i.e., undccorated vs decorated) may not have been unduely altered by this
factor. However, they can be taken as representative only of major urban centres and
more specifically those which were major centres of administration with royal
residences (see below).

Technology

The bulk of the pottery from Malkata was either wholly or partially made on a simple
whceJ.24 Handmade pottery is rare; examples arc restricted to the bread dishes (fig.
la-b). Small bowls and jars were thrown from a single piece of elay, while larger
bowls, jars and complex shapes were made in sections and luted together. Thickening
of the vessel wall resulting from the junction of such sections can be observed
frequently. Though hy no means invariably, these junctions proved to be lines of
weakness along which the break pattern runs (pI. lIb) (Holthocr 1977, 43). The larger
the vessel the more sections that were req uircd; jars of the types shown on figs 3g-
4b, 6a & 10d-llb and amphorae, figs 7a-8a, were built up from as many as four
sections.U

Wide bowls and restricted shapes with a wide maximum diameter show varying numbers of
impressions from string which had been wound around them to provide support during
drying (figs l.l-m & p; pI. 2b). Large jars often show scraping marks over the lower
body and base, reflecting secondary shape modification; this feature is absent on
small jars. Bases were generally string cut (bowls) or thrown (bowls and small jars).
The former has left spirals of differing tightness on the underside of the hase,
while the latter has left a loose spiral visible mainly on the interior. With larger
vessels the base was made from a separate piece, which. was often not smoothed onto
the wall of the lower body on the interior. Many amphorae have mouldmade bases (fig.
Za-c; pI. lIa) which arc extremely rough on the interior. Invariably, handles, spouts
(which are rare) and ring-bases were added separately (compare Arnold 1976,27-34).

Large jars occasionally show the practice of combining handmade sections, or sections
formed without using the centrifugal forces of throwing, with others thrown upon the
wheel (Holthoer 1977, 43). The handmade sections may comprise the upper body, the
lower body or the lower body and base. As the same type of clay was used throughout,
. . . f' t h' " cmplol'ed Ihere was no question ofIrrespective of the manu actunng ec mq u..... ,
variable shrinkage.
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Comments on the Corpus

Many of the shapes illustrated are either innovations of the late XVlllth dynasty
(reign of Amenhotep III onwards) or display features which arc not encountered with
frequency before that period. The ceramic phase characterised by these shapes ~xtends
in general from the reign of Amenophis III until the end of the XXth dynasty with but
few major changes.w It would appear to have begun to develop during th~ reigns of
Amenhotep II and Tuthmosis IV, which are transitional from the ceramic h rrzon of the

27 h ..early and mid-XVlIIth dynasty to that of the late XVlIllh dynasty. aractcnsuc
shapes of this period arc: figs 1p-r (pis 2a-3b); 2c, h, j; 3b (pI. 4c), doh (pis 2a,
Sa-b); 4a-b (pI. 5c), f; Sd-e (pI. 6b); 6a (pI. 7a), g-h; 7a-8a (pI. 7b-c) and the
majority of the blue-painted types, figs 9a-13b and pis 8a-IOb. Of the laucr the
shapes shown on figs oc-g: lla-b, d-e; 12b-c and 13b would appear to occur only
during the late XVlIIth dynasty, while figs ge-f (chapter title page) and 11a (pis
Sa-9a) are known to me only from Malkata. During the late XVIIllh dyo asry larger
vessels were manufactured than previously: e.g., figs 2j; 3g-h (pI.2a); 4a-b (pI.
5c); 6a (pI. 70); 7c (pI. 7b); ge-f (chapter title page) and tOd-llb (pi 8a-9ap.
Pronounced concave and convex necks were in vogue: c.g, rigs 3d·4b and lOd-c. iuch
forms as the one-handled jar (Fig. 6e-O, the tankards (fig. 6b) and the lentoid
flasks (fig. 6c-d) became more common.

In addition to these morphological features the period IS also characterised
by the frequency of the fabric designated Marl D. Although this fabri , with its
typical cream burnished slip, OCcurs first during the reigns of Amcnhotcp II and
T.uthmosis IV (Daressy 1'XJ2, no. 24009; Brack & Brack 1977, 67-68, pis 15 & 63), it
did not become common until the reign of Amenhotep Ill. One-handled tankards and
Jentoid flasks made in this fabric may Occur only from that reign onwards.

Bowls of the types shown on fig. Je-d and g-r often show burning to
degrees on both Sides, or only one, presumably indicating their usc in
Figure Ir and pis 3a b ill t t th

d - us ra e e most common cooking bowls. Those shown On figs
Ic- & g-h often have burning around the rim with patches

I ' extending insid e, possibly
a . res.u t of their use as lamps. Figure 4d illustrates f

a rare arm, the so-called
spmmng bowl (Nagel 1938, 183-188) and figs 4c and 6c-d
flasks, also rare at the site. The st. nd [i are examples of lentoid
the inside/outside of the top from 't

a
, Ig. 5d (pI. 6b), often shows burning on

d ,I S use as supports for such lamps. This type of
stan , together with the fragmentary types fig. 2c and
cult stand ( fig. 5e, may have served as. s compare Hulin 1984). The large I'd
dISplays, on 1 or cover illustrated on fig. 4f. some examples, patches of . .
resultmg perhaps from th . soot staining or burning on the interior,

clr use as covers to bo I' h' .
is only one example preserved to its full h' W S In w Ich Incense was burnt. There
could be perforated near th bo eight, but fragments show that the type
f' e llom also The p f t"
mger or with a stick when th I . er ora Ions were made either by the

e c ay was moist. A few parallels to th' fIS Orm are

different
cooking.
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known (Davies 1930, p1.59; Hulin 1984, 165 & fig. 12.1; Nagel 1938, fig. 71.14a-b;
Petrie 18'XJ, pl. XX.30 & 1891, pl. XII.47-8). Like the Malkata examples, those cited
from Amarna (Hulin 1984) had received a white gypsum coating, as had examples from
that site of fig. 2c and other stands. Other vessel forms found at Amarna had also
been similarly coated, all coming from religious contexts, and it would appear that
the addition of a gypsum coating rendered a vessel suitable for cult purposes (Hulin
1984; Rose 1984, 140-42 & 1986, Ill). The find contexts of vessels so coated found at
Malkata are ambiguous on this point. For the range of vessels known to have received
a white coating at Malkata see above under Group Bld of the section 'The Wares and
Types'.

The amphora type shown on fig. 8a is a Palestinian import (compare Amiran 1969, pI.
43.6) and is attested by fragments from several vessels (see chapter ffI, pI. 5b).
That it was imitated by the Egyptian potters is indicated by the occurrence of
shoulder sherds without the distincl convexity of the amphora type shown on fig. 7a
bUI from vessels wider than fig. 7b, similar rim types and a few lower body and base
fragments from very wide-bodied amphorae, all made in Egyptian fabrics. It is
uncertain whether the Egyptian potters actually copied the base type also.28 Figure
6e-f show the occurrence of the tali-necked, one-handled vessel at the site, a shape
known from the mid-XVllith dynasty (reign of Hatshepsut onwards) and which was
represented by several examples from the tomb of Tutankhamun (Carter 1933, 149 & pIs
1c & 50; Lesko 1977, 23ff). Bourriau has correctly pointed out that it was not a
Syrian manufacture imported into Egypt (1981a, 244; Boston 1982, no. 61), though it
may have been inspired by foreign imports (e.g., 'spindle' bottles from Cyprus/Syria
and Cypriot juglets and tankards). Polychrome decorated examples are known from
Amarna (Bourriau 1981 a, no. 244; Hope forthcoming) and the tomb of Kha of the reign
of Amenhotep 1II (chapter III, pI. 7c; Sehiaparelli 1927?).

Of the blue-painted types those shown on figs 9a-c (chapter title page), lOa-e and
forms similar to 3g-h are the commonest, while those on figs 6a, 11e and 13a (pI.
lOb) are quite common. This type of decorated pottery occurs in a wide range of
contexts at Malkata, from the palace of the king and the mansions of the nobility to
the homes of the workmen at site J, indicating its use by all levels of society at
the site. The blue-painted types include vessels of almost every function, though
their use in cooking was uncommon. The decoration of some of the types is more
elaborate on one side of the vessel than the other (e.g., fig. l1e; also chapter III,
fig. 7 nos 5-7 & pI. 8b), the two sides sometimes being divided by a vertical line.
ft is possible that such vessels had an ornamental value and were placed so as to
display the more elaborate side.

The form illustrated on fig. I3c is of interest. It is undoubtedly of the type
discussed by Keimer which imitates the female form (Keimer 1949). The head is
represented by the applied face at the rim, the hair by wavy vertical lines on the
neck and the breasts by applied bosses on the shoulder. None of the fragments from
Malkata of this type preserves anything resembling the pubic triangle as was noted by
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at the rim may represent Hathor; the decorative
Keimer (op. cit.), The applied face . I lates it to the cult of that
scheme of the vase discussed by Keimer certam Y re b 00 h f

. nected with the types shown on figs 10e and 11, t 0
goddess. ThIS type may he con.. . . . dei (Guidolli 1978; Boston 1982, no.
which may have a close associanon with that city

69).

General Comments

h Malkata clearly originated from . ever-a! sourcesThe pottery from a site sue as
. . . duri the late XVllIlh dynasty. Theand attests aspects of ceramic spe c ialisation urmg ., .

b dl f t ed locally at the SIte or In Itsmajority of the pottery was undou te y manu ac ur . . .
. , ksh at Malkata IS indicated by thenear vicinity. The existence of a potters wor S op . .

discovery of kiln wasters amongst sherds found at the workmen S village, ite 1.
However, as hieratic dockets and jar sealings show, commodities were brought to ~hc
site from many parts of the country particularly in connection with the cclcbrallO,"
of the jubillee festivals of Amenhotep III (Hayes 1951; Leahy 1978; Hope 1978) and. It
is likely that their containers where manufactured in the areas where the C mmodities

. h hore (f'i 7a b) found in largewere produced. Such containers were t e amp orac Igs - t

quantities at the site, which may have been manufactured primarily in the Fayum and
Delta regions (see chapter !Il). Additional types may have been the one-handled lars
(fig. 6o-f), tankards (fig. 6b) and lentoid flasks (fig. 6c-d), which arc made in the
same ware as most of the amphorae (cream slipped and burnished, Marl D) and which
were used in the transport and storgae of beverages, precious oils and cosmetics
(Bourriau 1981a, nos 143, 148 & 244). However, the possibility that uch containers
were transported empty from their place of manufacture to urban centres where they
were needed, must not he ignored, as is indicated by Papyrus Harris I (73.2; Erichsen
1933).

The manufacture of blue-painted pottery may well have been a specialised activity and
the work of only a few potters. This is indicated by the standardisation of the
designs and motifs which were applied to particular s hapes.z? It is as though the
scheme and details of the decoration to be applied to each shape had been agreed upon
by the pollers/painters. Although variations and elaborations upon the standard
design do exist, they arc comparatively minor and more might have been expected if
~a~y different hands had been at work. The distribution of this ware family shows a
distinct clustering of find spots around the main urban centres, but to date it has
been found only in quantity at Thebes and Amarna. It seems possible that it was only
~a~uractured 10 these two areas and distributed the ref rom, either directly of
indirectly, The same group of p tt· h he .

o er-s may ave -en responsJble for its manufactureat Malkata and Amarna a d h b
.. n , on tea andonment of the latter, returned to Thebes toconlJnue their prod uction th h h .

raug out t e remainder of the XVIlith d ast H 'the re t di ynas y. owever,een IScovery of a sizeable d . f bl .
M . eposit 0 uc-pa rnt c d pottery in the tomb of
Asat

ya
atl988Saq)qara,contemporary with the reigns of Tutankhamun and Horemheb (Aston &

on raises the ibili h
' POSSI urty t at a manufacturing centre was also located at
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Memphis on the abandonment of Amarna. This is supported by previous discoveries at
Memphis, Saqqara (Hope 1980, 88-90; Kanawati et al. 1984, pls 41 & 45; el-Khouli &
Kanawati 1988, pI. 41; Martin 1976, 1977, 1978) and Giza (Hope 1987b, note 63). It is
highly likely that blue-painted pottery was manufactured at Memphis even earlier.
Until the new material from Saqqara is published its similarity to the Malkata and
Amarna material cannot be assessed's',

The use of a special blue pigment in the colour scheme may further support the idea
of a restricted manufacture, as the raw ingredients would not have been widely
available. The use of this colourant (cobalt aluminate spinell) in the manufacture of
glass and faience may show that blue-painted pottery was produced in close proximity
to these two materials, perhaps in the royal workshops (Kaczmarczyk & Hedges 1983,
253-54), and that it was distributed thence through the system of barter.
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Notes

1. I wish to thank the directors of the expedition for inviting me to publish the
pottery from their excavations. In the recording of the pottery Ihe author was

. d b L' L L hy Dr M A Leahy Dr C L Hansen and ayle Weaver, whileassiste y Isa . ea , .. , .,

in the drawing he was aided by Michael Coultas, Angela Milward-Jones and Dr M. A.
Leahy. Kenneth Clarke kindly undertook refiring experiments on several sherds from
the site. I am grateful to Dr D. M. Dixon for permission to include drawings of UC
8695-6 from the Petrie Museum and Mr T. G. H_ James and the rusrces of the
British Museum for permission to include the drawing of 8M 92 or their
comments upon various parts of this study I am grateful to Dr M. akcshou,
Janine D. Bourriau and Anthony J. Mills. This discussion of the pottery from
Malkata was prepared in 1978 and revised in 1984,1985 and 1988.

2. Material from these excavations is being prepared for
Keller for the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Photograph
pottery can be seen in Hayes 1959, fig. ISO.

publicar ion
f Some of

by hristine
t he decorated

3. For a detailed discussion of the criteria for this dating sec Hope BO, 72-77.
Material of a non-Xv lf lth dynasty date has also been found, i.c., late
Predynastic, Middle Kingdom, Late Period and Ptolemaic-Roman Peri d onegn
pottery, othe r than the Canaanite amphorae referred to In the text of this
article, includes one Mycenaean II]B shcrd from Qasr cl-Aguz, two hcrd~ from
Cypriot base-ring juglets, one sherd from a Cypriot white ware ju and several
sherds from one Pangrave bowl. I am grateful t Dr R. Merrillees for
identifications of the Cypriot material.

4. For an account of the wares used' h
III t c manufacture of amphorae

see chapler III, Hope 1978,66-68 and generally Hope, Blauer & Riederer
found
1981.

at the site

5. Hope 1978, 66 type AI; Hope, Blauer & Riederer 1981, 160 type II.

6. Hope, Blauer &0 Riederer 1981, 160 t:ypes III-IV.

7. Colour references arc to the Munsell Soil Colour Chart, 1971 edition.

8. Hope 1978, 68 type Bbl; Hope, Riederer and Blauer 198]
16] type VI & 163.

9. Hope 1978, 67 type Ball; Hope, Blauer &
Riederer 1981, 161 type V & 162- 63.

10. Hope 1978 67 t B I
' ype a & 68; Hope, Blauer & Riederer

1981, 161 type IV & 162-64.
11. Amphorae sherds found in th N .

classified as MariO b B . e ew Kingdom cemetery at Saqqara have all been
y ournau (Bourriau & Aston 1985a, 38).
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12. It is possible that included here are sherds or vessels which do not, in fact,
have a deliberately added white wash, but a white surface which has resulted from
the decomposition of salts on the surface of the vessel during evaporation of
water.

13. For discussions of this family of wares see Brissaud 1979; Boston 1982, 88-89;
Hayes 1959,247-248; Hope 1977, 1980, 1987b & forthcoming.

14. There are only a few shcrds from Malkata attesting this type of decoration on
vessels made 10 uncoated Nile Silt fabrics, all from shallow bowls not
illustrated here. The bowls appear to have been coated entirely with blue. It is
attested at Amarna by at least one bowl which carries a blue band on the interior
now in the Petrie Museum, University College London, UC 24609 (Hope, Blauer &
Riederer 1981, 142; Hope forthcoming).

15. The possibility of the source of cobalt being the evaporite minerals of the
Dakhleh and Kharga oases is being investigated by the author and Dr E. R. Segnit
at the Archaeology Research Unit, Victoria College, Melbourne.

16. I am grateful to Dr A. Kaczmarczyk for information on the use of cobalt in the
manufacture of glass and faience during the New Kingdom.

17. Experiments carried out by the author with the co-operation of Dr N. Seeley at
the Institute of Archaeology, University of London, with blue frit also indicate
this to be the ease.

18. Two vessels from Arnarna allest the practice of cutting out sections of the vessel
wall to create designs (Peet & Woolley 1923, pis XLIV.4 & LIV type Ixxxiif256;
Hope forthcoming); they are deep bowls which may have been ornamental rather than
functional. Both are in the Oriental Institute, Chicago University, nos 12017-18.
It is possible that the fragmentary bowl illustrated on fig. lId attests a similar
type at Malkata.

19. Fragments from the Metropolitan Museum of Art excavations at the site attest the
practice of decorating the sides of some bowls with applied, mouldrnade, Hathor
heads and there are fragments frum such bowls from Amarna (see Boston 1982, no.
82). One jar fragment in the Metropolitan Museum of Art from Malkata is decorated
with applied bunches of grapes, no. 11.215.477.

20. Some examples of this type of amphora, occasionally in large sizes, from Amarna
have the body of the animal modelled separately and applied to the shoulder; see
di . . h tIll B ton 1982 nos 70 & 81 and Hope forthcoming. ThereISCUSSlOns 10 c ap er ,os ,

. Iff ceramic box (?) from Malkata which is decorated withIS a so a ragment rom a . . . .

be II I· d to one of its sides (now 10 the Onental Institute,a recum nt gaze e a pp re .

no. 12.180.34). A sherd recently discovered in the New Kingdom cemetery at

_______________ .....ootttIl .... -1
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r d as part of the decoration
Saqqara preserves the head of a cow app re ,
T 'The Tomb of Tia and Tia: Preliminary Reporl on the Saqqara
1~3" Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 70 (1984), 8 & pI. V.2).

(Marlin G.
xcavations,

of white lotus flowers
76 & Hope forthcoming

as well as21. From Arna rna are several goblets in the form
blue lotus flowers; see discussion in Boston 1982, no.

analyses carried OUI
also Noll 197 & 1981.

by Dr J.22. These identifications have been confirmed by
Riederer and Dr H. G. Bachmann for the author; see

Dr Bachmann in 1979; ce Hope23. This is indicated by an analysis carried out by
1987b note 56.

24. For sections from one type of wheel used during the XVllith dyna ty, as depicted
in the tomb of Kenamun at Thebes, see Hope 1981 & 1982a-b.

25. The largest known vessel from the period is a blue-painted jar fr m marna now in
the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, no. 1926.109 (Hope forthcomin). Its dimensions
are: extant height = 9O.0cms and maximum diameter = 71.0 ems; the nc k is damaged.
The girth of the jar is such that it would have required sevcra I sections to
make up its circumference at the maximum diameter.

26. However, see comments in the chapters II and II L

27. For comments on the ceramics of these reigns
Egyptian Archaeology 71 ( Reviews Supplement), 4-5

see the author
and Hope I987b.

in J ourns! 01

28. See comments in chapter [II, Amphorae of the New Kingdom.

29. For an outline of the analytical procedure and descriptive terminol gy which was
developed for dealing with th bl .
h. I e ue-painted and polychrome dec rated pottery of
I e XVIllth dynasty see Ho e CA'
Bulletin de L"' d p,.., Towards a Typology of Decoration', in

lalson u Groupe Lrucr ti J d'E dVI(1981), 41. Ina rona t u e de la Ceramique Egyptienn,

30. Some of the finds from Giza attest types and
so Ih Th motifs that are not found
u. ese include twenty-three blue painted

Museu (H vessels housed In themope 1987b note 63) f .
S 'rom excavations c . d .phinx in 1924, possibly b . h . arne out 10 the vicinity of the
. Y ert er Gauthier or B i ,

WIde bi-conical bodies, round b ar-arze. They are mostly jars with
f . '1 ases and concave neck . h da SImi ar shape but h t h . S Wit mo elled rims' one is

as WQ andles and '. II '
the neck. A small ja f' onglna y carried a gazelle Or ibex at
Sakk' r 0 typicat late XVlllth d

ara IS exception I .. ynasty date recently found at
a In carrYing cl bo h i

Kanawati 1988, pI. 41 no. S88.9). a rate leroglyphic motifs (e.l-Khouf &

10 th'
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10: Woe-Painted Cream-Coated Nile Silt Types.
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Figure11: Blue-Painted Cream-Coated Nile Silt Types.
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Platel:Composite Aerial Viewof the Malkata Palace Complex and the Birket Hahu.
ne palace can be seen in the photographs numbered 11/31-11/33 and the
temple of Medinet Habo is clearly visible 10 its north. The area to the
west of the palace contains the ancient dumps. A section of an ancient
mad can be seen to the south of the palace.

. h . 1974' uncoated and red-M lk t xcavatIon ouse 1D .Plate2a: The pottery yard at the a a a e
coaled and burnished Nile silt vessels.

. . 'mpressions (fig.1p).Plate2b: Uncoated Nile silt bowl with stnng 1



A.te 3e-b: Red-coated Nile silt bowls.

Plate 4a: Uncoated Nile silt jar. Plate 4b:Red-coated Nile silt jar (fig.2d).

. -I· (figs 2i and 3b).Plate 4c: Red-coated NIle s. t pors

______________ 1



Plate Sa: Red-coated Nile silt jar (fig. 3d). Plate Sb: Red-coated Nile silt jar.

Plate6a:Cream- coated Nile silt lentoid flask (fig.4e).

~

~
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".; .."-.- ..

Plate6e: Cream-coated and burnished Marl clay jar (fig.5k).

Plate So: Whit - h '.
e was ed Nde slit jar (zir)(fig.4b).

Plate 6b: Uncoated Nile silt stand (fig.5d).

_____________ 1IIIIIIIIi.. _1



Plate 7a: Uncoated Marl clay jar (fig.6a).

..
Plate Th: Cream-coated and burnished marlcia,

amphora with four handles (fig.7c).

.'

,
I

Plate 7c: C • ,"ream-coated and b . -
urmshed marl clay amphora (fig.7a}

I
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Plate 8a: Blue-painted, cream-coated Nile silt jar with very tall neck (fig.Ha).

PI
. I I . f similar shape to 8a or

ate 8b: Neck fragments from blue-pamted mar c ay jers 0

fig. Be.



Plate 9&:Fragments from blue-painted, tall-necked jars si.m.ilar in shape to plate 8a
in cream-coated Nile silt (left) and uncoated marl clay (right).

...... • •• ~1I .. 1I
............. 11

PIaIe !Ill: Rim and side fragments from a d
and modelled tech .. eep bowl decorated in painted, applied

DIques. cream-coated Nile silt (fig.lld).

.............
11 •••••• ' ........

Plate lOa: Fragments from the body of a restricted jar (?) decorated in painted,
modelled and applied techniques: uncoated marl clay.

e

marl clay footed bowls (fig.13a).
Plate lOb: Rim sherds from blue-painted, uncoated
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Plate lla: Interior of mouldmade amphora base.

PIaIe Ub: Cracks marking the j t'. JUnc Ion of neck and u er bod .
painted, cream-eoated N.I 'I' pp Ysections of a blue-

. I e SI t jar of the type shown on figure IDe,

POTTERY OF THERAMESSIDE PERIOD

The ritual breakingof pottery jars at the funeral of the priest of Ptah, Ptahmose.
(drawn from E. Brunner-Traut, Die alten Agypter, pL58).



Despite the length of the Ramesside Period, approximately 230 years, the extent of
the activity throughout Egypt by its rulers and the number of sites which attest
occupation during it, deposits of pottery which can be ascribed with certainty to
particular reigns are comparatively scarce.! This is especially the case for the XXth
dynasty. There are very few well-dated, stratified deposits containing pottery from
settlement sites which have been published and which have yielded much in the way of
a corpus of shapes.I Many of the burials which can be dated securely to this period
contained a limited range of vessel shapes which do not indicate the diversity of the
period adequately. The exception to this IS, of course, the important cemetery of
Deir el-Medineh, where several burials were furnished with large quantities of
pottery. Unfortunately, resulting from the use of individual tombs for the burial of
more than one person during different rcigns.> the extent of the disturbance of most

burials and the excavation techniques which were used, the potential value of the
pottery from the site is severely reduced. Nevertheless, even with these limitations
in mind, the material from this cemetery can be used to form the basis of a corpus of
pottery for the period.

For the purposes of the present study the Deir el-Medineh pottery has been used to
this end, supplemented with material from other locations within Luxor and the sites
of Gurob, Matmar, Oau, Sedment, Tell cl-Yahudiyeh and Tell el-Retebeh. While some of
the pottery from these sites can be ascribed to particular reigns.t there is
insufficient material available to enable significant distinctions to be made between
the two dynasties which make up the period, or ceramic phases proposed with
certainty. What little evidence there is would suggest the possibility of dividing
the ceramics into two phases:

a) up to, and including, the reign of Ramses II
b) the XXth dynasty

Distinctions between these two phases are not major. It should be noted that the
Iransition to b) was gradual, taking place throughout the late XIXth dynasty, which

h f phase a) is in most cases,appears as a transistional phase. T e pottery 0 ,

indistinguishable from that of the late XVlIlth dynasty (Bourriau 1981a, 72-3; Hope
1985, 4-5). Pottery of the Third Intermediate Period shows the. continuity of the

. . . . h . d (1 quet-Gordon forthcommg).cerarmc traditions of phase b) IOta t at peno ac ,

. h XIXth and XXth dynasties wouldThe range of vessels which was produced dUrIng t e . hit
h h t Egypt as was the case m tea eappear to have been fairly homogeneous t roug au, I I id T d

. ., h t as yet, been c ear y 1 enn reXVIlIth dynasty and regional vanauons ave no, h ) Th
' .. 01 chrome decorated amp orae . e(but see comments in Bell 1987 In relation to P Y

----------~
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ceramic repertoire IS extensive,
decorative techniques, very much
inventiveness of the New Kingdom
XIXth dynasty.

with a wide range of
in the tradition of the
potters continued unabated,

surface treatments and

preceding period. The
at least throughout the

This sorvey of the pottery is based entirely upon published material and many of the
comments made herein should be regarded as preliminary, in need of verification from

the study of carefully recorded material from controlled excavations. crtain types
of vessel have been excluded. The amphorae of the per-iod are deal! with in (he srudj
in this volume of those of the New Kingdom as a whole (chapter III). The changes in
both morphology and decoration which certain sub-ca t cgotics of Ihj~ form underwent
during the Ramcsside Period, which distinguish them from those of the XVlllth dynasty,
are a notable feature of ceramic development in the New Kingdom. However, one blue
painted amphor-a has been included (fig. 16c, pI. 3a) because of the uniq U(;JlCSS of its
shape and decoration. Special funerary manufactures such as canopic jars, imitation
stone vases and mourner vases are not dealt with herein.

Classification

The ~ajorit~ of the Ramesside Period pottery was whcclmadc,5 exceptions being the
bread dishes Illustrated on fig. la-b, which were han d madc. No further drs ussion is
provided here and the reader' f'crrcd I .IS re errc to the general comments 111 chapter I (page
13). The following remarks on f b . f ~. a TICS, sur ace trc atmc m , and decoration xbould also
be read In conjunction with th· id d .. ose provr e 111 the latter where further details an:
provided. '

Pottery Fabrics

h
The ran~e of fabrics which was used for the pottery

t e precedino late XVlllth d of this period is largely thai of
D),

d
~ ynasty, encompassing fine t- cscrt m I (F ~ 0 coarse Nile silts (types B2

. ar s me Marl A, variant 3) and what
Marl A, vanant 46 and Marl D) Th . I' . . . may be mixlores of Ihe two (Fine

. . . e mam ImitatIOn IJ1 u . . I
present descnptlve terminolo . sing matena published before the
'd t·r. . gy was deVIsed lies II en I Icallon. Descriptions wh . . In tlC realm of fabric
be....- ' ere prOVided arc Vcr\.!.......c. different types elcmenta ' . . J cursory and the distinctions
except in very g I ry. The vanoos NIle silt fabrics arc I' I denera terms su h f rare y ISOate
consistently. Marl clav (f" ' M c as mc Or normal, and even this was not done

. Ine arl A varianl 3) .
except in relation to am h _' IS not reported with any frequencydl. p orae; at Deir el M'd' I . .
ver Ire. The possibl .. - e Inc 1 It IS implied by the ternl leHe~ e mIXed clay f b .
Fe ereaees to fired colours th - a. ~JCS can be identified On the basis of
Marl A,' ' e two flflng eilh . k

•• • variant 4.1) or red . h ..... er pill with white surfaces (Fine
rnadts,lIon of wit numcrous white' .

carlxJnates in the cia bod InclUSIOns resulting from the
a"""'&st Nagel's d '. Y Y (Marl D) Th f~ escnptlons of the f b . . C ormer can be recognised

a flCS at Deir eJ-M d' h
e lI1e (1938 passim) as his
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terre rose and terre rose homogene, while the I tt h be . . .
a er as en Identified frequently

by reference to the shapes known only to have bee d f "
. n rna e rom It In the late XVlIIth

dynasty. There IS a degree of uncertainty therefore . f'" .
. .. . • ' , In some 0 the identificatirmg ,
The publications of the Brit ish School of Archaeol . E d istiogy III gypt istingulsh between
the marl clay and the possible mixed c1av fabrics bv ef . h d. . . - . r crence to t e rno ern pottery
maoufaclUnng centres where SImilar types are used" Q (f h

. . I.C., ena or t e marls) and
Ballas (for the mixed clay types, primarily that fired pink with hit f F'w I C sur aces: me
Marl A, variant 4.1). They also employ such terms as 'white clay' and 'pink', The
scarcity of marls and mixed clay types as indicated in tl bli h d be

• ' 1C pu IS c reports, may
the result of recording only complete vessels or large ft' Ifi. - ragmen s, msu icicnt
knowledge on the part of the early cxcavatoe-, and disinterest .1'.' linati f. '--' '- or ulSlnc matron, or
whatever reason, in eslablishing precise distinctions between the materials used,
rather than a reflection of the actual situation. However, in the recent publication
of puttery from the Ramesside tomb chapels of Paser and Ra'Ia at Saqqara, the
predominance of Nile silt fabrics was noted (Buurriau & Aston 1985a, 50).

In addition to the now well-known range of pottery fabrics which was used during the
New Kingdom, Nagel comments upon the occurrence of a black fabric, which is in all
probability a low-fired Nile clay fabric. Its use was very infrequent and restricted
to the vessels illustrated on figs 1ge and 20j-k of this study.

Surface Treatments

The basic surface coatings cover all of the surface to which they were applied, which
in the case of the bowls was either the interior, exterior, or both, and the jars,
the exterior. The following surface treatments arc attested:

a) Uncoated, smoothed surf'ace s.

h) Red-coaled surfaces, occasionally burnished; applied before firing.

e) Cream-coatL:d surfaces which Inay be burnished, especially when used fOT amphorae;
applied pre-firing, not common. Cream coated surfaces occur mainly on vessels with
painted decoration; lhey are occasionally more pink or white than crealn.

d)White-coaled surfaces applied after firing. It has been suggested that the usc of
this type of coating rendered a vessel suitable for cult purposes, especially in

the case of bowls and stands (chapler I, 14).

e) Black-coated surfaces (fig. l1a), greyish.yellow coated surfaces (fig. llb) and
yellow coaled surfaces (fig. 20j-k) applied before firing?; extremely rare.

f)Add"d .• cream outside, with the blue-re ~ and cream-coaled surfaces: re IllSI e anu
painted howl fig. 16c only; both applied pre,firing.
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Decoration

Decorative Techniques

The main techniques used In the execution of the decoration and the motif employed

can be summarised as follows:

1. Modelling: manipulation of the vessel wall to form undulations of (he rim,
grooves (Brissaud 1979, pl.Vb), produce faces of the Bes-image and Hathor in the
neck or upper body and imitate the shape of the lotus flower. The latter is
encountered mainly with stemmed goblets (fig. 20j-k) and rarely on the body
of jars (Brissaud 1979, pI. Va).

2. Application of elements: faces of Hathor, which may have been made in moulds or
hand formed, bosses sometimes representing breasts, roughly formed knobs which
may be, depending on their location, degenerate Hathor heads, arms/lcgs n the
Bes-irnage vases, figures of gazelles, calves and ducks, papyrus clumps, lotus
flowers and ledges.

3. Incision: undulating lines and short strokes in the top of the rim.

4. Painting: a wide range of abstract, floral, faunal, human and hieroglyphic
motifs is encountered.

Of these techniques nos 1-3
both before and after firing.

executed bef orewere firing, while no. 4 was effected

~¥e Classes

th
Three main. decorative classes can be distinguishcd on the
e decoratIOn was applied the t·f. d

. . . ,rno I s an colour range
mto pre-firing (A-B) and post-firing (C) application. They are:

A. tinear Deeora tion

basis of the stage at which
used. The basic division is

Vessels decorated with mainly
bIa Painted, lin ifck or brown 7 or ani ear moll s
modclled . . ' Y red, black Or brown which

1 mClsed or appf d d 'the· te ecoration. The I- u
occasional use of other a cr OCCUr also On their own. Despite

d_ted Th types of motif this class
. ree sUb-categories are distinguished: IS here termed linear

a) ~ralion employing only modelled
- 1'" b 1 incised or applied h- . tee niques: figs Ll d-j, 13p

executed either in red and
may OCcur in combination With
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b) Painted rim bands of differing widths, occasionally combined with modelled, applied
or incised decorative elements: figs llk-13d & 13k-o.

c) Painted motifs other than rim bands, occuring with applied and/or incised motifs:
figs 13e-j, q-s & 14d-15a. Incorporated amongst the motifs which were
employed arc floral (figs 13g, 13j, 14d-e), faunal (figs 13i & 14d) and human
motifs (figs l3f & 14a-b). The type shown on fig. 13f, with applied Hathor head
and painted, undulating lines representing hair, belongs to a vessel type common
from the mid- to late XVlIlth dynasty; fig. 16a shows its occurrence with blue
red and black painted decoration. The complete vessel possessed a tall, thin neck
with a ledge below the rim and an ovoid body with a round base; there are two
bosses on the upper part of the body (chapter I, fig. Be). An example of Ramesside
Period date incorporates other painted human and floral motifs (pI. 2). This type
of feminoform vase is well-illustrated by the vessel published some years ago by
Keimer (1949)8 Figure 14h is decorated with rcd painted bands.

B. Blue-Painted Decoration

Vessels employing the full range of decorative techniques dominated by painted motifs
in blue, red and black/brown, applied pre-firing. However, incised Dr modelled motifs
are not common. The designs are characterised by the use of an extensive range of
floral motifs supplemented by faunal, linear, abstract and homan motifs; hieroglyphs
and depictions of deities also occur. This class of decoration is characteristic of
the New Kingdom and employed cobalt-blue pigment in its decoration (chapter I, 7·8).

C. Polychrome/Post-firing Decoration

This incorporates various aspects of the preceding two classes. There are two rnarn
subdivisions:

a) Bowls with white painted rim bands, either uncoated or on a red coating, and those

with a white coaling

b)Vessels with a white coating over which is applied decoration, either linear or
floral, using the colours blue, red, green, yellow and black. The blue pigment
which was used appears to be frit. Not all examples of this sub-class utilise the
full range of colours. Incised and modelled motifs are absent and applied elements
are very rare. It is typical of the decorated amphorae of the period (Bell 1987);
other forms have mainly linear motifs. The two goblets shown in fig. 20j-k have a

yellow coating rather than a white coating.
. h hit es (fig 19n-o) and spotsSome examples of sub-class Ca) are decorated Wit w 1 e crass "

. . d II their use on vessels of(fig. 19d & pl. The use of white spots rs rare an reca s .
. h ing) The decorative scheme of somethe Secood Intermediate Period (Bournau fort commg. f

. . I t This takes the form 0
vessels includes both pre-firing and post-fmng e emen s. . . . (white)

. . h . ith a post-flnng coating \V itepre-firing modelled or applied decoration WIt ci er

----------~
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or decoration (rim bands). In some cases vessels with pre-firing decoration in the
form of red rim bands received white rim bands over the red ones (fig. Ba·d) Or

wbite coatings obscuring them (fig. 20a-c). One jar received polychrome decoration On

its body having already blue-painted motifs on its neck and shoulder (chapter 111,91

& pI. 8a centre).

The Wares and Types

Figures 1 _ 20 of this study illustrate the main types known from the Ramcsside
Period arranged according to probable ware divisions. Forms occurring in uncoated wares
are presenled first, followed by the coated and then the decorated wares. The laner
are grouped according to the decorative groups outlined above and the presence of a
surface coating. The following list indicates the main types which arc encountered:

A: N"Jle Silt Wares

1. Undecoraled a) Uncoated: figs la-6f
b) Red-coaled, sometimes burnished: figs 7a-8g
c) Cream-coated: fig. 8h-1 & pI. l b
d) White-coaled: figs 9a-lOe & pI. la; for a dd itional typcs of stands

see Nagel 1938, 112.
e) Black-coated and burnished: fig. 11a

2. Decorated Class A
a) Uncoated: figs lld-13d

b) Red-coated: figs 13k-14c; footed vessels similar to fig. 13j arc
known ~nd there are fragments from large stands with applied
decoration also (Nagel 1938, 148 nos 30 & 32).

c) Cream-coated: fig. 14d-h & pI. Ie

ted Class B
a) Uncoated: fig. 15b-e
b) Red-coated: fig. 16d-i & pl. 3a
c) Cream-Coated: figs 17a-18d 21a-d' . .

quantity of b d .' & pl.3b, there IS a large
5 er materrat from D' _I . .

incorporated bere A f h CIT e -Med rnch which cannot be
. . our- and led vessel if' ,

as It is decorated with H . S 0 particular Interest
I a athor-headed . t

merging from a footed bowl SiS rum and flowers
d) Red- and cream-coat d: f' (Nagel 1938, 131 no. 1922.8).

e . rg. 16c

ted Class C

a) Uncoated: fig. 19.-h
b) Red-coated' fig 19'

. . r-r-; 19q has lw hi
c) White-coated' fi 20' . 0 w ue bands On the upper body.. g. a-d & f-i: 20' h

on the neck. There arc f ' I as traces of two blue bands
ragments from Iar

gc stands with applied
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decoration (Nagel 1938, 148 nos 28-9 & 31).
d) Yellow-coated: fig. 20j-k

B:Marl Clay Wares

1. Undecorated a) Uncoated: fig. 6g

b) Cream coated, sometimes burnished: fig. 6h-i
c) Red coated: fig. 11c

d) Yellow coated: fig. 11b; if this identification is correct the
type is very rare indeed, the shape normally occurring in Nile
silt wares, see fig. 2a.

2. Decorated Class A
a) Uncoated: fig. 13e-j & pI. 2
b) Red coaled: fig. 15a

3. Decorated Class B
a) Uncoated: figs 15f-k & 16a-b

4. Decorated Class C
a) Uncoated: fig. 20e.

All of those listed above were made in Fine Marl A, variant 4.1 except fig. 6h-i
which were made in Marl D. Also made in the latter fabric arc examples of the tall-
necked, one-handled bottle (compare chapter I, fig.6e-f).9 Examples of this shape
with polychrome, post-firing decoration (Class Cb) are known (Petrie 1890, pI.
XXI.43).

As mentioned previously, the marl clays seem to have been used primarily in the
manufacture of amphorae, which are not illustrated or discussed herein. Other forms
known to have been made in marl clays (Fine Marl A, variant 3) include examples of
figs 3j, 6d, Df and 13i. Body sherds from large jars made in marl clay fabrics, the
exact shape not being identifiable, have been observed on the surface of the New
Kingdom cemetery at Saqqara. This meagre list is the result of the limitations of

available published material.

In relation to the occurrence of vessels decorated with the Bes-image (Charvat 1980)
it has not proved possible to incorporate distinct types into the corpus presented
here. The descriptions of such vessels which are provided in accounts of the pottery
from Deir el-Medineh where they were not uncommon, do not enable their precise
classification. They all seem to have been made from Nile Silt fabrics, with faces
modelled into the upper part and arms or legs, when they occur, applied to or, less
commonly, modelled into the body (pI. la). From the descriptions and illustratIons
provided (Nagel 1938 passim) it woold appear that they were frequently covered with a
pale over-all coating (pI. la), but whether this was applied before or after firing
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f I are known 10 occur without the COalingI f thi type a vesse
is uncertain. Examp es a IS . xample of which is illu Irated here (fig.
and also with blue-painted decoratlOfn'than e easels sec Nagel 1938, fig 120 and 127.

'11 t ti ns of a range 0 esc v . . ....
21a). For I us ra 10 d . B- himself or a similar deity, IS unccrlaln,lO
Whelher all of these actually eprct cs I, . h P . M

. . t t unprovenanccd example m t c etrrc UScum,Plate la ilfustrates an In ac , . . . h r..
id P . d d te made in Nile sill Fabric B2 Wit a post- "'ngundoubtedly of Ramessi e enD a, . _.

. . d II d into the body of the Jar rather than applied tnwhile wash, which has arms rna e e
it.

General Comments

A comparison of the illustrations provided here of the pottery of the Ramesside
Period with those of the pottery from Malkata (chaptcr I), Amarna ( ity of Akhena/en
I·m & Hope forthcoming) and other material of late XVlllth dynasty date, indicates
the similarity of the ceramic products of the two periods. Only in a limited number
of. cases can distinctions be made. Those which can arc comparatively min r and relate
to vessel proportions, frequency and aspects of decoration, Few new forms were
~uced (but see comments in chapter 1II). Furthermore, those change; which can be

d do not coincide with particular reigns but represent a grad ua I development.
Bourriau and Jacquet-Gordon point out in relation to the pottery of the Second
ediate Period and the Third Intermediate Period to Ptolemaic Peri d, and is
or most of Egyptian history. changes in the ceramic repertoire of the Ramcsside
do not conveniently coincide with historic events Or dynastic changes.

Is which on present evidence do seem to be innovations of the period under
are the deep, carinated bowls (figs 2i, 3g, 7g, 12g & r, 1ge), which may be
ted with the development of the bowls with pronounced ledges (figs 3e, 9d, 20<1
The latter have antecedents in the late XVlllth dynasty, examples of which

from Amarna now in East Berlin (information COurtesy Professor Holthoer)
up of bowls which are decorated in imitation of ducks (figs 15e, 20d & fog)

to be peculiar 10 Dei I M di h .
rr e - c me . However, the Identification of fragments

the modelled decoration 0 f d k h
' r 0 uc eads alone, as definitely corning from

of bowl would not be an _ .
. . easy matter, In th is connection two such fragments,

nSlshng of a duck's he d be .
d a , can menuoncd , They are bolh of laiC XVIlIth
ate, one from Malkata (Ca· JE 925 )
S d 62 lro 22 and the other from Amarna (Nicholsony ney, .1028); Ihey both b

. t f bo ear traces of blue paint. If they do originateype 0 wI Ihen they att t .
to th' es Its manufacture at an earlier date. In

ese pieces others are record d f .
k bowls' (Aston 1987) e rom Qantlr and idenlified

a, 4. The use of a d k· hat Saqqara (80 . uc s cad as a handle
umau & Aston 1985· 37rtg. ge) nOr the wide t a, & pI. 35 no. 32). Neither the incense

, s emmed boWls (figs T & .
though they are und bt dl 1 15k) seem to occur before thIS

ou e y relaled I h .
dynasty {Boston 1982 7 ate loti form chalices of the late

, no. 6 & Hope fo th .
cd 'simple burners' (1977 r COmlOg)11 and possibly what Holthoer

, pl. 23). The stemmed bowls with small, applied

as coming
on a lid is
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'cups' at their rims (fig. 4a) recall similar types of the Second Intermediate
Period. It is possible that the lall-necked, one-handled bottle fairly common during
the second half of the XVIIIth dynasty (chapters I, fig.6e-f & III, pI. 7c) was
nolonger manufactured after the reign of Ramesses II (Boston 1982, no. 61).

Changes in the morphology and proportions of certain vessels during the period can be
seen in the general tendency for the height of necks of jars to increase in relation
to the total height (figs Sh, 8g & 14h), reflected also in the necks of some lentoid
flasks (fig. 14f). One-handled tankards tend to become more slender with narrower
bases as the period progresses (fig. 6i; Petrie 1891, pis XVJII.43, 62 & XIX.20).
lars with convex necks, in small and medium sizes, of the shapes shown on figs 8f -g,
91, 14h, 16b & h, and 18a appear to become mo~e frequent (Bourriau & Aston 1985a, 51
& pI. 36), as do wide-mouthed jars, fig. 5a & c, and their blue-painted counterparts,
figs 17i-k. The addition of handles to certain bowls, while not common, is also
encountered more frequently (fig. lZh-i). Figure 16e (pI.3a) attests the occurrence
of a form characteristic of the blue-painted pottery from Malkata and Amarna (chapter'
I; Boston 1982, nos 70 & 81; Hope forthcoming). This is the only example which can be
dated to the Ramesside Period; it is from Gurob tomb 602 (Brunton & Engelbach 1927,
type 82w). The use of afoot with this vessel is unique. It is possible that examples
occur al Qantir (Aston 1987a, 4). Finally, it can be noted that the jars decorated
with the Bes-image, discussed above, are encountered with greater frequency that in
earlier periods.D

The continued use of decoration in red and black or monochrome black or brown is of
note. The range of motifs executed is much reduced from those of the Second
Intermediate Period and early XVlIIth dynasty, a process noted 10 the late XVlIJth
dynasty also. Its characteristic forms, the piriform jar (Holthoer 1977, pIs 35-8),
tankard (ibid., pis 20-1) and small, carinated jar (ibid., pIs 30-2), have ceased .to
receive this type of decoration. The occurrence of a goblet (fig. 14e) decorated With
these colours is unusual as they generally received blue-painted designs. The
decoration of the stemmed bowl shown on fig. 13i is also atypical in the same manner;
h·· . d . heme is exceptional. In hist e Incorporation of horses In Its ecorative sc

.. . . . f h on the pottery of the Newpublication dealing With the representation 0 orses
Kingdom, Nagel stated his belief that they all dated to the XIXth dynasty. and were of
Theban manufacture (Nagel 1931). The present author has disagreed With this date

. . . ddt for many examples (Hope 1987b).attnbutlOn and suggested a mld-XVII/th ynasty a e . . .
b . . its depictIOn of ducks amidstThe decoration of the bowl fig. 14d may e uOlque In .

d ducklings (Nagel 1938, fig.papyrus with their nests in which are shown eggs an h
' . . bands on IxJwls also reflects t e76.80B). The frequent use of red or white (1m . I (A 1985

. . . h . t Deir c1-Medmeh on y stan ,surVival of a much older traditIOn, thoug not a .. f bo I "th
1985. 35) The furOtshmg a w s WI21; Aslon & Aston 1987 28· Bourriau & Aslon a,.

. " . h· t Deir el-Medineh.crenated nms also seems to have been 10 Cas Ion a

The
flasks

concentric
was first

circles on the lentoid
manufactured in Egypt

occurrence of a decoration of monochrome
figs 13h and 14f is unexpected. This shape
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during the mid-XVlllth dynasty, possibly the reign of Tuthrnosis Ill, invariably wilh

h d
. (B t 1930 pi XXX no 256' Hankey & Tufnell 1973, 109; Petrie&suc ecorauon run on ,. '.

Brunton 1924, pI. LXIII; ?Garstang 1901, pis XVIII & XX). The form became common from
the reign of Amenhotep III onwards (Hayes 1959, 276), but normally undecorated, Onll
one example possibly of that reign carries a decoration of concentric circles
(Garstang 1901, pI. XXVIII); a few others received blue-painted decoration (examples
from Malkata and Amarna; Hope forthcoming). Its manufacture was probably inspired ~
Syro~Palcstinian prototypes which are also decorated with concentric circles (Amiran
1969, 166-167), under the influence of which examples were also made in Cyprus
(Merrillecs 1985), rather than similarly ornamented Mycenaean types which appear 10

post-date the earliest manufacture of Egyptian versions (Furumark 1972, 616 shapes
186-189; Hankey 1973; Merrillees & Winter 1972, 117-11 18). A lcntoid flask IS

depicted in the possession of Syrian merchants in Theban tomb no. 62 (Davies &
Paulkner 1947; Heick 1%2,419 note 10 with references).

il'he end of the production of blue-painted pottery may be placed within the XXth
4;Dasty, after the reign of Ramses III. It is not possible to fix the date more

Iy as yet. Several deposits of this type of decorated ware arc of importance
. respect: that from the tomb of 1nherkha 'w, no. 359 at Deir cl-Mcd inch, from
umps in the Valley of the Kings and from Mit Rahineh. Inherkha'w was probably
towards the end of the XXth dynasty (Cerny 1973, 308) and the painted pottery

from his tomb can be seen, along with that of his anceslor Kaha of the reign of
II, in Nagel 1938, figs 8-29. The material from thc two burials was mixed

t from the tomb of Kaha can be identified tentatively in part as those vessel:
had be~n burnt (Nagel 1938, 14). Very lillie of the blue-painted pottery was
and, given the predilection for linear motifs on vessels of this decoratie
rom the tomb, it may be p tltd h -., os u a e t at they originated from thc burial 01
wand date to the end of't . d fd d. I S penn 0 manufacture. Recent examination of

rump outside the tomb of R' . -d h amesses IV In the Valley of the Kings has
te t e occurrence of a small n be f hII ba d urn r a s erds from bowls decorated with blue,
ye ow n s (Aston & Aston 1987 28) . .

nee 13 Duri h ' . Their relative infrequency is 01
. nng t e Course of excavatio 1 h

fragments of bl . d ns ate temple of Ramesses II at Mit
ue-pamte pottery werc f d'

ata of the post-R id . oun ID what the excavators believed
amessr e Period (Anthe 1965sealed and th h d 'S - ,160), However, these strata
e s er s probably . , ,

deposits. Other h . represent the disturbance of earlier,
t an these pieces bl _ . .

y context later than th XX ue pa inted pottery IS not reeorded
or the XVIIIth d e th dynasty. In distinction to the blue-painted

. ynasty that of the R . .
mOhfs in some c I amesslde Period possesses slightly

. ases. n general there .
sImple bands of colour (B' IS a tendency to replace floral
ahst ournau & Aston 1985 36)ract motifs (figs 16b d '.' a, and to introduce more

to the decorative schemes' 'df'l, 171-k & 18a-d).J4 There are very rew
The f use on these Iuse a the pendant lotu fI . vesse s from the late XVllIth
more eo s Ower flanked b b dmmon, partiCUlarly bel fI Y u s or leaves (fig. 18b & d)

polYchrome chequer mot'f ow oral collars (Boston 1982 no. 79' Bell
I seen on fig 20 . ' ,

. g IS rare during the XVlllth
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dynasty but oecurs on decorated amphorae of the Ramessid P . d ( .I e cno Bell 1987, passim).

The decoration upon two small jars from D' I
CIT e -Medineh published by Brissaud

is of interest here also. One has panels of vertical grooves modelled into the neck
and body (Brissaud 1979, pI. Vb) and the body of the th . - d II d .. ' a er 15 rno e e and painted to
SImulate a shghtly open blue lotus flower (ibid pi V,) Th I. . ". . a . e alter possesses a
small stump/knob base, which IS a very rare feature The ja ith d II d.. . . r WI rna e e grooves IS

paralleled by two similar preces found in the Kbendjer Pyramid t s.' I ceme cry at aqqara
(JeqUier 1933, 48 & fig. 39), both now in Cairo (JE 564056) S h. . -. uc grooves arc a rare
deeoratlve device; they also Occur on a few vessels from Malkata and Amarna (Hope
forthcoming), upon two goblets from the tomb of Maya (Aston & Aston 1988,34) and upon
two unproven anced vessels: a large goblet (West Berlin 14413) and a large amphora
decorated with a recumbent gazelle at the neck and shoulder (Boston MFA 64.9: chapter
Ill, pI. 9).

Finally, some observations on the decoration of feminoform vases may be made. Figure
18d illustrates a type of blue-painted jar well-known from the late XVllIth dynasty
but which differs from it both in details of shape and decoration. The pronounced bi-
conical shape of the body is a Ramcsside feature (compare Guidotti 1978, pI. 1), as
is the linear decoration on the body. The small size of the face and the use of
undulating lines on the neck, representing hair, in addition to the depiction of the
wig, are unusual features. Such lines and the small face size are usually reserved
for feminoform vases of different shape (figs 13f & 16a, pl. 2; also Boston 1982, no,
69). Another feature normally found upon the Jailer, bul occurring on this vessel
also, IS the representalion of breasts by applied bosses. Here they arc also
perforated as though destined to Facilitate the pouring of liquids, a feature of much
earlier and smaller vases (compare Boston 1982, nos 50 & 69). It is possible that the
inverted, open lotus flower flanked by leaves is intended to depict the pudendum, as
suggested by Kcimer in his study of a feminoform vase of slender type (Keimer 1949).
The vessel, from either tomb 359 or 360 at Deir el-Medineh, represents a confusion of
the features of the two types of feminoform vessels manufactured during the XVlIIth
dynasty when the two were carefully differentiated in the majority of cases.P Both
types were probably associated closely with the cult of the goddess Hathor (Guidotti
1978; Keimer 1949). Bruyere has noted that pottery decorated with Hathor and Bes
motifs occurred more freq uently in the village at Deir el-Medineh than in its

cemeteries (Bruyere 1937, 114 & 116 note 1).

Also from Deir el-Medinch comes a fragment from the neck of a jar of the same shape
th ..' I d tion (pi 3b) 16 It is in theas e example Just discussed, WIth equaIJy unusua ccora .'

Cairo Museum and has the Special Catalogue number 12097. Most of one modelled Hathor
head is preserved, to the side of which is a representation of a standing female
f· , f h' h . I ered She IS aecompamed
19ure wearing a long dress the lower part 0 W Ie IS ay .
b ' . h . ht hand while in the left she
y a gazelle the horns of which she holds WIth er fig ,

, d .' on a painted vessel known
grasps a floral bouquet. This is the only sueh eplctlOn up .
I h b Syrian envoys In tombs of
o me. The dress is un-Egyptian and resembles t at worn Y
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. 1985 23' Vercoutter 1956, 287·288 documents 191·194)
the New Kingdom (e.g., James " . . . .'

. ifi d Syrian musIcians (Smith 1981, 307, Smith &
and by figures normally identi Ie as .., ..

1956 288.289) Whether the Figure rs 10 be Idenlif"d
Redford 1976, 132; Vercouner " .., .

. dd' uncerlain' the assoclabon with the gazelle ISas a Synan lady or go ess IS, .
. hi I orinected with the cult of the Synan god Reshepinteresbng as t IS aruma was c .' .

(Fuleo 1976), but also that of Anukis. Above this figure IS. a depiction of a sealed
eat, which occasionally occurs together with the representatIOn of Hathor heads on
pottery (fig. 21; also Guidotti 1978), and an open blue lotus flower. Originally, the
1/llSSC1 probably possessed two such sets of motifs, framing the Hathor head .. The
frigment is decorated in a combination of painted, modelled and applied techniques,
_Uled before firing. Figures of cats do not occur on painted pottery from Malkata
or Amama, nor are any known to me from other XVlIlth dynasty contexts. However, on a
"~ent of a bowl from Deir el-Medineh inscribed with the name of. Arnenhotcp III

is a depiction of a Hathor head flanked by scaled cats; .t is otherwise
eeorated (Guidotti 1978, fig. 5). The use of a cal motif on painted pottery would

to be peculiar to Deir el-Medineh and to the Ramesside Period.

this reason I would ascribe the elaborately decorated bowl illustrated on fig. 21
XIXth dynasty. It was found in a deposit with the magnificent Bes va e shown
same figure (also Brissaud 1979, pl. IV) and other vessels against an exterior
the chapel of tomb 1348 at Deir cl-Mcd ineh (Bruyere 1937, 110-116). Bruyere
d a late XVlIIth dynasty date for this jar (followed by Guid tti 1978, 110),
the decoration of other pieces from the deposit, such as the bowls (Bruyere
Ig. 48) would indicate a Iatcr date. The decoration of the Be -va e is the
Iaborate of its type, not only for the repre se ntation of the image on the
but i~ the motifs on the rear of the neck. Here arc depicted a crowned
. possibly representing the goddess Meretseger , and Bcs the Musician playing
nes and a double-flute.!"

from the Ramesside Period bl . d .• ' ue-pamte pottery IS most Frequently encountered
region of Thebes with at' .. ,cer am quantity known [rom the Memphitc region.

It has been found at oth . h' .
I

er Sites, sue discoveries are on a comparitively
c. It seems possible th t ita I s centres of manufacture were restricted to
areas and that examples were distributed therefrom. IS

Colour Conventions used in the Figures
(after Nagel 1938, xi)

Blue ~8- Yellow

Green

Red 1m White
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NOTES

J. I would like to thank the Rev. G. Garner, former director of the Australian
Institute of Archaeology, for allowing me unlimited access to the Institute's
library, which greatly f aciJitated the preparation of this study. For permission
to reproduce drawings from various publications by Petrie and the British School
of Archaeology in E~ypt, I am indebted to the Department of Egyptology, University
College London. Similarly, for permission to include a large number of drawings
taken from Nagel's study of the Deir el-Me d inch pottery I am most grateful to L'
Institut Francais d'Archcologie Orientale, Cairo. For general comments on the
pottery of this period see Brissaud 1979_ The present study was originally
prepared at short notice in 1981 and revised in 1982, 1984 & 1988.

2. It is hoped that material from recent excavations m Egypt at such sites as
Memphis (Bourriau 1984 & 1986; Bourriau & Aston 1985b), Qantir (Aston 1987a),
and Tell el-Dab'a for example, will rectify this situation and further enable
allempts at defining the characteristics of Ramesside pottery to be placed upon
firmer ground. Pollery of the period has also been found recently at Karnak North
and in the New Kingdom cemetery at Saqqara (Bourriau & Aston 1985a; Aston 1985 and
in Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 72 (1986), 20-1).

3. The material from tombs 359/360 illustrates this well (Nagel 1938, 14ff). The
pottery is amongst the most important from the cemetery and comprises some 245
vessels or fragments. Apart from the names of the two owners of the tombs, Kaha
and Inherkha'w, those of several other persons occur on the pottery, including
Kaha's father. The other names cannot be identified with certainty as belonging to

members of the same family. Sec note 4 and page 56.

4. Dated groups which have been used are as follows:
Ramses II: Deir el-Medine.h tombs 356, 357, 360 & 1164; Gurob tombs 1, 7, 409, 605

&606
Seti II: burnt deposit at Gurob
Siptah & Twosret: foundation deposits from their mortuary temples
Ramses III: foundation deposit at Tell el-Retebeh
Tomb 359 al Deir eI-Medineh can be dated to the successors of Ramses 111, though
d"· " . . . f h f tomb 360 is difficult (chapterIstInglllshlOg Its angmal contents rom t ose 0
III, notes 7 & 17). Tomb 1159A belongs to the early part of the XXth dynasty.

N d K S d at Deir el-Medmeh couldagel believed that the pottery from Kom 2 an om u
be dated to the early XIXth dynasty and the first half of the XXth dynasty

b· f ociatcd inscribed ostraca.
respectively (Nagel 1938 138 & 146), on the aSls a ass
Th '. d"1 upon material from the groups
e corpus of types presented here IS base pnman Y

listed above.

5.For surviving wheel parts see Hope 1981 & 1982a-b; the
originate from the type of wheel depicted in the tomb of

pieces described probably
Kenamun (Holthoer 1977,
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19; also cover illustration of this vol ume).

identified by the author, see tho6. For a discussion of variants of this type
chapter on the pottery from Malkata.

7. Also termed bichrnme decoration elsewhere: Bourria u & Aston 1985a, 39·40.

8. For a discussion of this vessel see now Boston 1982, no. 69 and Hope 1987b, 114&

pl. XXXVIIb. See also comments in chapter I.

9. See comments on this type of vessel in chapter I.

10. On this problem see Romano, J., 'The Origin of the Bcs-irnage, Bulle/in of Ih,
l!gyp/o/ogical Seminar 2 (1980) 39-56 and Boston 1982, nos 281 & 420.

it These chalices are discussed in Nagel 1938, 199-206.

see also comments in Bourriau & Aston 1985a, 51 for Ramesside feature at aqqara.

lam grateful to Edwin C. Brock for drawing my attention to this material.

pare Bourriau & Aston 1985a, pis 35.41·4 & 36.45; Petrie 1890, pl. XXI.41,46 &

earlier example of a similar confusion is attested by fragments fr m Amama in
Petrie Museum, University Collage London (UC 24544). They come from the neck
a jar similar in shape to fig. 18d, which has a large Hathor head modelled
the wall, flanked by red and black undulating lines. There is no trace of
decoration; they attest the existence of a rare variant On the standard
painted Hathor·headed jar.

to Dr Mohammed Saleh for "pernussrrm to publish a photograph of this

drawing of the decoration on
re was reproduced in Hope
a stand. For comments on

'au 1981, no. 140 for a
forthcoming.

the rear of the neck of this vessels given by
1987a (43, ill. 55), there incorrectly identified
painted Bcs-vases see Boston 1982, no. 75 &

representation of Bes playing a double flute, also

this aspect of specialised
from Malkata. manufacture sec comments In hthe cha pter on I'
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AMPHORAE OF THE NEW KINGDOM
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A Syrian drinkingwine through a syphon; stela' from Amarna (West berlin 14122).



An important element in the ceramic repertoire of the New Kingdom is the type of
vessel commonly termed amphora I: a necked jar with between two and four handles.
These vessels were undoubtedly inspired by the so-called 'Canaanite Jar', a Syro-
Palestinian form of Late Bronze Age date wilh antecedents in the Middle Bronze Age,
possibly originating in southern Mesopotamia (Parr 1973). Handled jars have been
found in substantial numbers at the Delta site of Tell el-Dab'a (Bietak 1981, passim)
where their occurrence can be traced back to the XlIth dynasty (Dr Bielak, personal
ommunication, 1980).2 Dr Bielak refers to having seen fragments from these vessels on
other Delta sites and has drawn my attention to their occurrence in the settlement at
the pyramid of Amcnemhat 111 at Dahshur. These vessels reached Egypt as part of the
trade with the Levant via such coastal cities as Byblos, where some of the earliest
Canaanite Jars have been found (TufneH 1969), probably containing such commodities
as wine and oil. They have been f ound throughout the eastern Mediterranean and are an
important item in the study of ancient trade in the area (Grace 1956; Arniran 1969,
140-142;Bass 1986).

The manufacture of handled jars m Egypt, copying the prototype, would seem to
have begun during the XI1Ith dynasty. At Tell c l-Dab'a examples have been found of
this date made from a coarse, sand-tempered paste or Nile silt (Dr Bietak, personal
communication, 1980). Their manufacture at this site continued throughout the Second
Intermediate Period. No examples have been found in Middle or Upper Egypt
contemporary with those from the Delta. Their occurrence in the Delta is undoubtedly
a result of the presence of Asiatics in that region and the close trading connections
with the Levant (Bietak 1981 & 1984; Holladay 1985, 44-7), The absence of such
vessels in other parts of the country may be the result of the fact that the
surviving pottery is mostly from cemeteries, with little known from settlements (Miss
Boerriau, personal communication, 1980). However, during the New Kingdom locally made

I E ' iallv from the reigns ofamplOrac became very common throughout gypt, especia _ .... .
Hatshcpsut and Tuthmosis III onwards, and are depicted frequently In the rc lief s

decorating tombs and temples.

The import of amphorae from the Levant into Egypt, for their contents, continued for
. d throughout the XVI1Ithan as yet undetermined length of time. They are encountere

d d eral changes. Although
ynasty during which time their morphology had un ergone sev
h . . ". . tr its the pouers of the
t e Egyptian-made counterparts developed quue disuncuve a , ..
XV' , . . fl ' co of the ongmals and
llhh dynasty remained sensitive to the conhnuing 111 ucn . f

I . , , . s The popularity 0
ocal development echoed that of the Svro-Palestlman versions. d be
thi . '. >. • with which they coul
IS form can be understood quite readily; the ease r ddi

. - ted the advantage 0 a 1I1g
manoeuvred is apparent and the Egyptians q uick ly a pprccra . the
h d.. .. to have been done stnce
an les to their vessels something which does not seem
Archaic Period.
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d di ti tion has been made between those handled vessels theIn the present stu Y a IS me .
f hi h lat th m to the Canaanite Jar and of those which cannot Themorphology 0 W tc re a es e .

f h I tt resemble vessels without handles, which were a part of theshapes 0 tea er. . . .
d . I' in Egypt The populanty of handles was such that thevstandar cer-arrnc reper DIre .

were added to numerous types of vessels. Foremost a mougst these arc broad, often
bi-conical, necked jars (compare Holthocr 1977, pis 30-2 with pis 20-1 & 23) and
certain other necked jars (c.g., ibid., pl. 22 A02-4 & AT 1; Petrie 189t, pI.

XXII.5).

For the purposes of establishing the development of the amphora in the New Kingdom,
its diversity of form and the nature of its manufacture, only securely dated vessels

have been used. This has been established by reference to find contexts, hieratic
dockets on the vessels themselves, stamps impressed into the fttbric of the vessels
and attached jar sealings. Dockets which provide the name uud regnal date of an
individual ruler are of particular value in this pr-ocess, while others datable on

palacographic grounds have also been used. Though nu mcrou ....examples have, therefore,
been omitted, those which remain arc sufficiently n umcrous 10 provide a reasonably
secure basis for the study. Some unusual vessels, the exact date of which within the
New Kingdom cannot be established, have been included to illustrate the existence of
variations which would otherwise not have been in d ica tcd. All miniature vessels have
,!Ief!' omitted.

Classification

ng the course of the .prc pa re t ron of this study it IHIS not proved possible to

personally all of the vessels which arc inctudcd or to which reference is
T.he present location of many or these vessels is unknown <inc! the published
ums of the wares from wh i I Ior much . rc 1 t ley were made arc either too cursory or vague

use. While such terms' hi ~ [. "tercd . h as \V ut c-: nc c d , whit c-pulishcd and drab, areere wit reference to ~ h
ted to t he k am~ orac, probably I-eferring to slipping, they cannot

c nown wares With b I. . .
blish a se' f a so ute certainty. Therefore, it is not pOSSJbl~

fles a types3 and th
·cally. Th '. e accompanying figures (1-7) are arranged

e present descnptlon of th _
Upon material f c wares which were employed is based

rom Malkata, supple ' ,,' . .'c shcrds from A B mentcu by observatIOns on Iflscnbcd
marna, uhcn and Th'b' (M

O!iet) now in the Petrie 1\1 e cs ortuary Temples of Seti I, Ramesscs
d USCUm U niversit yell hg om cemetery at Sa _ '.' - ~O cgc London, and shcrds from I C
X,c. qqara. The lime span ' . .. .

y 11th dynasty to th cncoillpassed by thiS selection 1$ from
d c end of lhe XIX hD wares used for the I dynasty. As all of thc fabrics,
alk t . amphorae arc d' .(

a a In this volume (al H escn )cd 111 the section on the pollery
so, ope 1978 60 68

, )- & table 4; Hope, Blauer &
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Riederer1981; Nordstrom 1985), they are given in brief only here.

NileSill Wares

Nile sill fabrics B2, C and 0 were used and for the purposes of the present study
they are grouped together. The surface treatments include: a plain surface, compacted
or burnished surfaces, a red coating, a red coating with painted designs, a cream
coating, a cream burnished coating and a cream burnished coating with painted
designs. The use of Nile silt wares is not uncommon and they predominate in the
manufacture of the decorated amphorae of category 3b.

MarlWares

A series of marl clay fabrics was used, ranging from fine to coarse, which were
fired cream to green; they belong to types Fine Marl A variants 2-3 and are here
grouped together. They have been found with plain surfaces, burnished surfaces, cream
coated surfaces, and cream coated and burnished surfaces. Their use for amphorae was

notcommon.

MixedClay Wares

Two fabrics were used which arc possibly to be identified as either natural or

artificial mixtures of Nile silt and marl clays:

I Marl 0: a fairly dense, red-fired fabric, often with grey-brown cores, with
numerous white inclusions of various sizes and an appreciable arnount of

sand

II Fine Marl A, variant 4: a compact, pink-fired fabric with minute white inclusions,
some sand, and a naturally occurring white surface, which may be

indistinct or not highly devclopcd

Th f . f hurni h d .urfaces cream coatings, creamc ormer occurs with plain sur aces, ur nrs e s . t .... •

. . . h .,-am burnished coatmg or
burmshed coatings, and decorated surfaces over eu cr a cn.:. . h

. . f d with plain surfaces whlc
white layer. The second f abnc IS oun

. h h't' coatcd and decorated
burnished surfaces or, rarely, Wit a W Ie. b h'l- the

. I ,. ,I f categoficS 1a-2, W Ieis eXlremely common Will vcssc S 0

with an intervening
may be decoraled,
surface. The first
Jalleris uncommon.

Il horae of categories
The most common war~ group used for the large and sma, amp ~. d

1 2b . . . f b' I 'lh over 80% of thc sherds exam",c
a- IS that emploYIlll! the Inlxed clay a fie , \Vl . ~,'tuation pertains to
d . • . d - from il. ThIS -'
Urlng the COurse of this sludy haVing been ma e . h' situation is
th . - . eak' prior to thiS t e
e penod when amphora manufacture was at Its P , . h'd it becomes

. I. coated and/or burnlS Cuncertam. This fabric is fairly dense and w len
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The use of either a surface coaling and/or burnishing ftx
quite impermeable. I d d d. f h f· br i used was obvious Y ccme a vanlageous bv the
amphorae irrespective 0 tea rJC , . .

. ' h ith plain surfaces are extremely rare, being represented
Egyptian polters. Amp mac WI .

f h· 'bed sherds from the recent cxcavauons at Malkata; the
by less than 8% 0 t e inscri

. d h d type of surface modificalion (Hope 1978, 77 table 4). Out of 975
remain er a some P .
body sherds from amphorae found at Malkata site K, 942 were either .crcam-coated Dr

d d burnished: the remainder were rcd-coated and burnished. The dataeream-ccatc an I,

(rom Amarna concerning amphorae wares and their frequency have been discussed in

detail by Rose (Rose 1984,1986 & 1987a-b) and Renfrew (1987).

One final fabric type must be referred to here. It is not Egyptian; it may be termed
Canaanite" ware and consists of a coarse fabric with large white inclusions which
have frequently caused surface pitt ing. This may be fired greyish brown or orange
(pI. Sb) and usually has light coloured surfaces, often having resulted from the
aelion of salts (a "bloom"). Examples of this type of fabric from Malkata have been
subjected to analysis and an origin in the coastal plain or Israel has been suggested
(but see Nicholson & Rose 1985, 148). It is a comrn o n ware for Canaanite Jars in the
Levant (compare Tufncll 1969, 15)5 and has been icl c n tificd amongst amphorae sbcrds
from Amarna (Rose 1984, 137 & 142; Nicholson & R",e 19R5, fabric IV.2 & 3; Renfrew
1987,94 & 96), Buhcn, Deir el-Ballas (Bourriau & l.a cova ra 19R4), Memphis (Bourriau &

Aston t985b, 19; Bourriau 1986, 23), Oantir (Asian 1987a, 4), Saqqara (ASian lY&i,26;
Aston 1987b, 20) and the Valley of the Kings (Axton & Aston 1987, 28), dating from
tIIit late XVlIllh dynasty 10 the .XXt h dynasty.

Qecoration

decoration encountered on amphorae includes
lhe discuss ion of the morphological dcvclnprnc nt

... ..,Ilrac which have been distingui:hed here and the
Jtlc~with decoration are indic:ted.

floral, abstract and linear motifs.
of the various sub-categories of
list of wl.:J1·dat~d amphorae those

majority of the decorated am h ., " ..d P ordC were nrncuTIcntcu after fmlll! and arc of the
ome ccoratcd type which em I II -.d N . _ p °Ys ) lie, rcJ, yellow, green and black on a whIte
un. at all examples emplo II f II .
tcd OY lh. . Y lC U ra ngc of coluurs. The decoration IS

. C use of mOllf s rcprcsci f fI . Ithe E·. 1 Illg Ora garland~ or collars and origi]1iltes
gyptlan pracllce of festoonin' .. . .s . g such around ccrtClIll vessels on festive or

occasions ( examples from t b . .
om rehds lisled in Bell 19R7, note 118).

ng the XVlllth dynasty polychrome
Uncrary contexts Th f decorated amphorae were used in both domestic

. ose rom the f f
decoration in . . ormer, ound at Malkata and Amarna, havc

lM4lHliIe varymg degrees of com I ,.
shoulder above the h~ p eXlty In a continuous frieze rcslricled
f andles (pi 7' I) . . .o that On Some ex' I' . a-), Imitatlllg garlands. An interesting

amp es IS the r
M73/K 58), where th I Use 0 what may be termed reserve decoration

e po ycluomc painteJ . _..al cas seem to serve as a backing to
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the lotus petal shapes in the white of the underlying surface coating. A few sherds

from Malkata preserve representations of the ties used to h ld I .o actua collars 111

P
lace indicating, therefore, that some amphorae were decorat d ith ., . e WI representations
of such collars. One examples of flg.2 nO.1 from Malkata has si I I' d .. Imp e trrear ecorauon
in red. Examples of fJgA nos 2-3 arc reported from Amarna covered entire lv with blue

(Peet & Woolley 1923, 129 & 133). Thev arc of late XVlllth dvnastv . R id, . _ '. or amessr e
Perioddate.

From funerary contexts of the XVlIlth dynasty come more elaborately decorated
amphorae. Two amphorae of the type shown on fig.1 no.7, dating from the reign of
Amenhotep Il, carry decoration in imitation of vines upon their bodies (Brack and
Brack 1977, 67-68 & pI. 15). A decorated example of fig.l no.ti, probably from the
reign of Tuthmosis IV, has a design on its shoulder which resembles a wreath
(Guidotti 1981, 95·96). They testify 10 the existence of actual vessels the
decoration upon which is as elaborate as that seen on some depicted in tomb reliefs
of approximately the same period (Davies 1923, pl.I; compare also Wreszinski 1915-23,
pl. 169, though not on amphorae). These three amphorae arc the earliest known
decorated examples from the New Kingdom. A small amphora of the type illustrated on
fig.6 no.S from the lomb of Kha at Deir el-Medineh has an abstracI shoulder
decoration and floral and hieroglyphic motifs on its neck (pI. 7e). Decoration upon

theneck is uncommon in the XVlIIlh dynasty.

One category of amphora, known primarily from late XVlllth dynasty contexts received
pre-firing decoration of the blue-painled style, fig.7 nos 4-6 & 8, pis 8b·9. The
decoration is. characterised by the use of gazelle or ibex heads attached to the neck,
whichalso carries floral motifs, as docs the shoulder. The body of the animal may be
painted on the shoulder (fig.7 no.5; pl. 8b) or applied to it (pI. 9). One atypical
example, fig.7 no.? (Boston 1982 no. 81), is decorated with two polychrome collars

andlacks motifs on the neck .

While Ihe use of polychrome decoration upon the shoulder only may have continued into

h . f h R' 'de Period is generallyt e XIXth dynasty, the decoratIOn on amphorae ate amessl
. .' d I h me decorated amphorae of

more elaborate. Charactenstic of thiS pcna are po yc ro .
the types shown on fig.7 nos 1-2 & pI. 8a. Such vessels frequently carry complex

k
. . I II their shoulder and body,

nec mottfs and have representatIOns of a flora co ar on
with tics of len depicted. Some have floral garlands rather than collars (pI. 8a). The

. h without buds dependmg
use of a chequer motif on the neck and lotus flowers, WII or .' XVIIlth
f d 'f . t all durmg therom the collar (pI. 8a) are rarely eneountere , I a, . . .
d

I with pre-ftrlng decoratIOn
ynastv. Examples of this type of amphora occur rare y (K d h. d I T II Nebi Mend a es -
(Bell 1987, 49 & 53) sherds from one such have been faun a e . .

h
' . 41 & 145·7). At least one lar IS

on·t e·Orontes· Hope Blauer & RIederer 1981, 1 . h' h h dk " 'ddcd to a vessel w IC a
nown upon which polychrome decorative clement.s were a
received pre-firing decoralion (Bell 1987, 53 no. 33; pI. 8a centrc here).
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Mmphological Classification

f h N
K" dam are here divided into several categories based upon

The amphorae 0 t c cw ing .
I

. d decoration. The following categories arc proposed:
features of morpho ogy, SIze an

Catcgorv 1: Amphorae with Vertical Handles and
a. round shoulders, a smooth body profile, short or medium tall necks, in

large and medium sizes: figs. 1-3
b. straight shoulders, an angular body profile, shurt necks, in large and

medium sizes: figs. 4-5
c. round shoulders, a smooth body profile, medium tall to tall necks, in

small sizes: fig. 5.

Category 2: Amphorae with Horizontal Handle:"> and
a. short necks: fig. 6 nos 1-2
b. tall and very tall necks: fig. 6 nos 3-8
The shoulders arc round and the body profile smooth. Some examples have
angular bodies and straight shoulders, resembling fig.() no.7, though they
cannol be precisely dated (e.g., Nagel 1938, fig.39 no.5).

tegory 3: Decorated Amphorae with Tall or Very Tall Necks. in small 10 large sizes,
with

a. horizontal handles: fig.7 nos ]-2
b. vcrtica l handles: lig.7 nos 3-8 & pI. 9
Category 3b vessels have much larger handles than t hosc of the other
categories and they arc attached to the rim or upper part of the neck and the
shoulder. The majority of amphorae have handles attached to the upper body
or shoulder only. Vessels of category 3 have been d istinuui ....hcd from the
others because of thc i . '. bl -mva rra c occurrence of decoration. Vessels of
categories 1-2 may be deeo . t .d b I.... . ra C , ut they arc more commonly undecorated.

Morphology Developm.ent

morphological development f ho amp orac prese-nted herc is based upon a dated
ncc of vessels which outll'nc II .

lC mdlll stage' I Th dingod to each t . I. .... ~~ In t lC process. e a e ra ~
ype 0 amphora should lb· . k . . d'ir period f . no e ta en as ngld but merelv as a gO!C

o occurrence. Where .... '.. .
'ODS which . pc!tment, reference ha~ been made to additional

are not Illustrated. The k . . .
ccompanvin r nOwn date range for eaeh shape IS given on

. .' g Igures and a list of d· 'u ". .publication rcfcrcn' '. . ate examples With Wilrc lypes (where known)
, ....... '. ce, IS prOVIded Th· f II .on to the . . . e 0 oWing comments are designed to draw

roam aspects of h ....
.... re. amp Drac development and arc of a preliminary

ne deVelopment fo the Canaanite Jar In Palestine has been summarised by Amiran as
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lollows:
from delicately oval, the body becomes vigorously shouldered; the

narrow rounded base turns into a thickened, heavy buuon-Iikc base' the
placement of the handles rises from the middle of the body t the '. . () e pronounced
shoulder, and the nm becomes plain." (Amiran 1969, ]41)

Whilethis docs not adequately describe the development 01 the jar in Egypt, a glance
at figures 1~2 and 4 of this study shows that similar tc n d c ncic s were at work.

Calegory la

The shapes of the earliest amphorae found during the New Kingdom are shown on fig.1
nos.1-5 and pis 'l-Za. They resemble, or arc identical to, Levantinc forms of the Late
BronzeAge 1 (Amiran 1969, pI. 43 nos. 1-2). Siamped amphorae handles bearing the
cartouches of Tuthmosis I, and therefore of Egyptian manufacture, are reported from
Serra East (Hughes 1963, 129; Knudstad 1966, 172). A body shcrd from an amphora with
the cartouche of this same ruler is referred to from Deir e l-Mcdineh (Nagel
1938,129).While there is room for doubt concerning the identification of the form of
the latter.? the stamped amphora handles from Serra East probably originated from one
of these early forms of amphora, possibly either fig.l no.1 or 2. A burial from
Saqqara, possibly 10 be dated to the reign of Arncnbotcp I, contained an uninscribcd
amphora01 the type of Iig. 1 no. 1/2 (Bourriau 1981 b, 31-2).

While it is uncertain whether all of the examples of forms fig.l n05.1-3 cited in the
list of dated ampborac were made in Egypt, such is certainly the case for those
bearing stamp impressions. These include examples of Iig.t no.I (Reisner 1910, 64 &

fig. 304; Bruyere 1937b, 93 & fig. 47) and f ig.t nos 2-3 (Holthoer 1977, 98-99 & pI.
22). It is possible that the examples 01 fig.] no.1 from the tomb of Hatnuler and
Ramose, the parents of Scnrnut, ~verc Egyptian made (Lansing & Hayes 1937) and also
those Irorn the lomb of Rennefcr and Ncf'crkhcwct of Iype lig.1 no. 1/2 (Hayes 1935).
Figure 1 noA is probably of Egyptian manufacture. While the place of manufacture of
the example of fig.l nO.5 from the tomb of Meryet~Amun is uncertain, the other bears
the cartouchcs of Tuthmosis III. Fiaurc 1 nu.o is of Egyptian manufacture. The form
of these carly amphorae is first ov;1 with a round base and short neck (fig.l 005.1-3

& pis 1-2a), gradually becoming more slender (fig.] 110.0 & pI.2b).

Th
··d shoulder and taller

c amphora soon developed a tapering lower body, more pwnounec.:: .
neck (figs J no.7, 2 no.1 & pl.2c). The hases of this lorm are normally pOinted and

I I th Memphite tomb of
weremade separately ill a mould (pI. 5c), although examp es rom C .

H
. t" 1981) The nms

oremheb have coiled bases (Miss Bourriau, personal commuOica lon, .
. . ..' h> nded or square (Hope

compnse a series of pronounced out-folded pro1Jlcs, Cit er rou '. d19 . h' a which emerge
78, Pari I lig. 5). This is the classic lorm of the Egyptian amp or d f - h

d . II d I' ted until Ihe en 0 t e
Urmg Ihe period 01 Amenhotep II to Amenhotep I an as dN t have been a (en ency
I ew Kingdom. From the end of the XVllIth dynasty there seems II f th
for . . Is 3-4a). The placement 0 c

thiS form 10 taper more acutely (Ilg.2 nOS 3-7 & p. d Ah . .' . XVlIllh dynasty onwar s.
andles IS usually higher on the upper body from Ihe late .
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h

ith a flat base developed during the reign of Amenhotep III
more attenuated amp ora WI
. 2) d lasted until the end of the dynasty (pI. Sa). However, vessels wilh

(f,g2 no. an . d ff. I bod·es continued to be made (e.g., Stem or 1937, pI. 78 forms 29·10
wider ower 1 . . j

. I XX 32 & XXI.56)" a variant wit h a short neck also exisu with
Petne 1890, p.. '. I

I k
f om the reign of Ramcsses II (Ste,ndorff t937, pI. 78 type 30.3& pi

examp es nown r .' . .
lOOa-b & d). possible broader ve rsrons of Iig.? 110.6 arc known of Ramcssidc Period
date with round bases (Nagcl 1938, figs 63.6 & 64.11). The example fig.2 no.8 from

the reign of Mercnptah has a wider lower body and more pronounced shoulder than the
examples of the reign of Siptah - Twosr ct (Petrie 1B90, pl. 20.32), a drawing or one

of which is used for fig.2 no.8.

From the XIXth dynasty the existence of an ovoid amphora with a round or pointed base
is attested (Fig.3 nos 1-2 & pI.6a). The shapes shown on figJ n s 3-7 and pl. 6b are

included to illustrate late developments in the morphology of category 1a amphorae.
Numbers 3-4 are of Ramcssidc Period dale, possibly XIXth dynasty, while no.7 mayI~01
XXth dynasty date, exemplifying a tendency to prod ucc elongated rorm~. Number 5 and
variants without an undulating neek profile from Deir cl-Mcdinch tombs 359/360 (Nagel
1938, figs 17-19) and elsewhere (pI.6b) may also be of the late XXlh dynasty or evenlaler.
The shape is very similar to amphorae in Nile silt wares or the Third Intermediate
Period to XXVth dynasty (e.g., French 1986, J 56 a n d figs 9.8·9.9 & 9.21: Silt Jar, I·
2). From Nagel's description of the wares of those from cir cl-Mcdinch tombs 359j](jJ
it is uncertain whether they were of marl, mixed clay or Nile silt fabric: they are
described as of pink or dense rcd clay, probably implying a mixed clay. Figorc]
00.6 was found at Amarna used to contain infant burials and a date later than the
XVlIlth dynasty suggested (Peet & Woolley 1923, 137), though how much later i,
uncertain. ..

Polychrome decoration exists on

does an example of the latter
shoulder.

and 2 no.1 (pI. 7,), ar
red band on iLl

of figs 1 nos 6-7
after firing with

examples

painted one

Category lb

The iutrod uction of v l f .XVllIth d esse S 0 thiS category SeCITI::. to h(lvc occurred during the mid-
ynasty. An example of f· 4 . ·blof the t· f . Ig. noA IS shown in the Theban 10mb 261, poss1j

'me 0 TUlhmoslS III (M kl·. . .. Ithe reign f A e lItanan 1978, 46-47) wIllie another In 10mb62 0
o menohotep III is I' I .' &

Faulkner 1947) s lOwn bemg brought to Egypt by Synans (D,vICS
. Amphorae of this t . ...." f I

amongst finds from M'lk ca egory ongmallng 10 Canaan are encountered lIS
a ata and eontinu t . . d Theproto-type possess'd h. " . C 0 OCCur throughout the Ral11csSlde Pena.

f c t e bulton-hkc'· . Ia lat base (pI. 4b). I or stump hase (figA IlOS 1-3) and posSiblyas
o

f f ' t 1C ledge at th' k· I'o arm rigA no 1-2 . e nee IS charactcri~lic and occurs on cxampe
ha be s. Egyptian ve· f·ve en manufactur'd f fSlons 0 thIS broad, angular-bodied amphora, mar
Ra . e rom the re·' f hemesSide Period.? Th Ign 0 Amenhotep III onwards and througboutt
base f e early example f f· . ~ragmenls. hence 11 . s 0 Ig.4 nos 1-3 comprise shoulder, TIm an

1ere IS so' . eme unccrtalllLy In the auribution.R While som
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Egyptian-made examples may have possessed bases simil t h .ar 0 t e Imports th I
occur with pointed, mouldmade bases and flat bases (f 4 ' ey a so. . Ig. nos 4-7). The rim t e
oceufflng With eategory Ib vessels are also pronounced t-f Id . yp s. d au 0 s, some quue long
andone type has an in ented back. Large base and lower bod f 'y ragments from Malkata
show that these amphorae could be very wide indeed.

Tbe forms figA nos 1-2 resemble those of the Late Bronze Age II f PI·. a rom a estme
and those of figs 4 n~.3 to 5 no.2 vessels of lib date from that area (Amiran 1969,

PI. 43, 4-6 & 8-12). Figure 4 no.4 is unusual in the number of handl it.., es I possesses
and their location. The forms illustrated on fig 5 nos 1-3 and 1 6 ibl. . p. care POSSI y
notof New Kingdom date. Examples from Amarna were found in the Main City and at the
River Temple, implying to the excavators that the types lasted from the reign of
Akbenaton into the XXth dynasty (Peet & Woolley 1923, 136). However, they probably
,derive from later activity at the site and closely resemble amphorae of the Third
Intermediate Period to XXVlth dynasty (c.g.,Mysliwiec 1987, nos 394-396. 61 note 91).
Figure 5 nos 1 and 3 recall the tendency during the Ramesside Period to produce
belbous shapes, as noted with vessels of eatcgory 1 (fig.3 nos 1-2 and 5-6). Figure
5 no.4 is grouped with category lb, though the low positioo of its maximum diameter

andthe situation of its handles are atypical of the group.

Polychrome decorated examples of figA nos 1-3 are known (pl. 7b), as are sherds from
figA no.3 (?) covered with blue (Peet & Woolley 1923, 133); a blue-painted example

of fig.S noA is attested.

Amphorae of eategory 'lb existed side by side with vessels of category la throughout
tbe New Kingdom from the reign of Amenhotep III, a fact borne out by reliefs and

finds,unlike in Palestine where they superceded them (Amiran 1969, pI. 43).

Category Ie

Although miniature amphorae may have occurred as early as the reign of Tuthmosis III,
the small amphorae of category Ie do not seem to have appeared until the reign of
Amenhotep II. As might be expected, the earliest forms resemble those of the large
amphorae, though the small amphorae havc a taller neck in relation to thm total
height. The development of the small amphorae parallels that of category la amphorae.. . ot
The forms shown on fig.5 noS 13-14 are not precisely dated; van~tlOns n
inustrated here can be seen on Steindorff 1937, pI. 80 type 34b. VanatlOns. on
r 5 . . ··1 to that of flg.5
19. no.9 With a concave neck and others of smaller size SimI aT .
n 10 . . t f fig 5 no 10 WIth four
o. are known from Amarna (now in east Berhn). A vanan 0 .. .
b dl . . h . d body and flaring
an es IS known (British Museum 58458), as is another WIt OVID .
n k . . E t B lin) Figure 5 no.12
ec, agam with four handles (example from Amarna m as er . . f r 5
OCCurswilh a flaring neck (British Museum 25301)9 and a larger verSIOn 0 Ig.
n 14 . 5' usual In possessmg
o. IS known (Loat 1904, pI. II no.34). Figure 5 no.1 IS un

threevertical handles.
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polychrome decoration
variant of fig.5 no.11.11

occurs on
examples of fig.5 nos 9·10lO and a short necked

category 2a

d a short neck as the example from the tomb01
The form fig.6 no.1 possesse . '

( I 4 '); if the identification of fragmcnts from Malkata (E778) &
Tutankhamun proves p. a. 1 '. . .

. . r ct then it could be much wider than the Jilustrallon
16756) as of this type is cor e , ..

.' sible that these fragments ongmate from examples of
indicates. However, It IS pos .
. Th ltd body of form fig.6 no.1 resembles that of figs 2 no.2 and3
f.g.6 no.3. e e onga e .

I h d O
rated example of either fig.6 no.l or nO.3 IS known from

no 4' a po yc rome ec
. , (A hiM seum 1937880' Hope forthcoming). Amphorae with two horizontal

Amarna s rna ean u .,
handles and medium tall necks, sq uater than those shown on fig.6 no.I and pI. 4a,are
known from Deir el-Medineh (Nagel 1938, figs 61 & 65). They bear monochrome linear
dccoration in brown or black upon the neck and/or budy; their precise date is
uncertain, though they are probably of the XVIIIth dynasty. The neck height of lig.6
Do.2 is uncertain and it IS classified as short on the basis of parallels with
vessels of category 1c, though tall necked parallels are known (Nagel 1938, figsi

n03 and 86 nos 5-6).

category 2b

The tall neck of vessels of this category IS rc muusccnt of the one-handled, tall
necked vessel which occurs from the reign of Hatshepsut onwards (pI. 7e). It is from

this reign or that of Tuthmos is III that the earliest example of fig.6 no.3 is known
(Bruyere 1937b, fig. 47). An example from the tomb of Maiherperi dating to the reign
of Amenhotep 11 has a flat base (Daressy 1902, pI. IV). A broad variant upon lig.6
80.6 with a round or pointed base and concave neck exists from the XIXth dynasty
(Bruyere 1937, fig. 48), not dissimilar to fig.6 nO.3. The furm fig.6 no.8 is similar
to that of the decorated amphorae of category 3 (fig.7 no. 1). Other than the possible
pulyehrome decorated example of fig.6 no.3 referred to above, examples of lig.6
1lll.5 . h b ., one WIt lue-painted designs (Florence 3367)t2 and others with polychrome
deeorat,on are known (pI 7) Th f' . f hi t or!. c. e use 0 a nng base with vessels 0 t IS ca cg .
ud category. 2a (fig.6 nos 4-5; Nagel 1938, fig. 65 nos 18 & 20) is atypical 01 the
amphora famIly.

e.tegory ]a

Thc two forms h .s own on fIg.7 nos 1-2 illustrate d h whichOCCurs from the XIXth d a type of decuratc amp oca
dynasty amphorae with ~na~ty onwards. While the shape is derived fr~m X~III:
morphological details h' h onzontal handles (fig.6 nos 2-5), the com malla

II a Ramessid f ( clg t. a~d shape of neck·, shape of body) and decorative maills
e caturc. VanatIon' h . Is 01

flg.7 no 1 is In t e Width of the neck and body of e"mpe
. encountered V . tb

. anants upon this shape comprise taller vessels WI
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wide almost ovoid bodies, dating to the reign of Ramses II (N I, .. age 1938, fig.5 nOS.1-
2) smaller vessels With much WIder necks, dating to the XIXth d ( ., ynasty pI. 8a; Berlin
Catalogue 1967, nos 652 & 654) and vessels with almost hi-conical bod' f. . les rom the
tombof SennedJem, a contemporary of Sell I (Bierbrier 1975 30 1) ibl b .

. ' - POSSI Y uned at
the beginning of the reign of Ramses II (Hayes 1959 fig 257) P ibl f h ., . . OSSI Y 0 t e reign
of Ramses III are two vessels from the tomb ~f Hwy-nefer at Deir eI-Medineh (Bruyere
1937a,fig. 28) which have OVOId bodies, medium-tafl necks and residual handles. For
a completelist of known examples of these types of amphorae see Bell 1987, 49-53.

Category3b

The vessel shown on the fig.7 nO.3 is a very rare type and, though having affinities
withthe amphorae family, also resembles certain necked jars of the New Kingdom. A
similarvessel of New Kingdom date with a more elaborate neck is known (Wallis 1898,

pI. XV 71).

Tbe series of vessels shown on fig.7 nos 4-8 and pis 8b-9 represent a type of
amphorawhich is, so far, known primarily from Malkata (chapter I) and Amarna (Hope
lorthcoming) of late XVllIth dynasty date. All carry blue-painted decoration save
na.7 which has polychrome decoration (Boston ] 982, no. 81). Despite variations in
size they have very similar morphology; they are all distinguished by the use of the
decorative element of a gazelle or ibex head attached to their necks. The body of the
animal may be applied to or painted on the shoulder (Boston 1982, nos 70 & 81).
Figure 7 no.4 illustrates an unprovenaneed example in the Petrie Museum which has
been used to represent the complete shape from which fragments from Malkata and
Amarna are derived. Figure 7 nos 5-6 illustrate variants with high maximum diameters
from Malkata. A vessel of similar type is known from Dcir el-Medineh, though it
cannot be precisely dated as its exact find spot is unknown (Nagel 1938, 125 no.
Q.M.22.127 = Cairo 51915); such also is the case with an example found at Giza
(chapter I, note 30). They both have a wide bi-eonieal body. Another was found at
Gurob (Brunton & Engclbach 1927, grave 602, type 82W); this possess a tall foot and
is unique in combining two recumbent gazelles and a Hathor head at the front (~ee
chapter 2, pI.3a). It is of Ramesside date. Fragaments from necked jars with applied
. II . (A 1987 4) Whether they aregaze e and cow heads are reported from Qantrr ston a,. . .

a t II f· .' he i . ise date is not specIfied.c ua y rom this type of amphora IS uncertam; t err prcci
The example illustrated upon pl. 9 can he ascribed to the late XVIIIth dynasty as the
onlyother occurrences of such large amphorae are at Malkata and Amarna (fig.7 no.8).

General Remarks

Amphorae of Categories la-2b

Th f . . d b ascertained from the numerouS
e unctIOn of amphOlae during the New KIng om can e . h dt 'b d them the allac e

amb reliefs in which they figure, flOm the dockets inscn e upon ,
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. ' d fi d contexts It would seem that they were used primarily for I'
J8r seahngs an In . lie

d both temporary and long term storage of food stuffs, various beverage
transport an . 5,
. d 'I (Hayes 1951' Hope 1978; Leahy 1978 and Smith 1976, 162-189)wilh',
mcense an 01' . n

d
' I' ' us and funerary contexts, For this purpose the shape of the ve"'1omesuc, re 19lO • . . 0",-

is ideally suited, and the selection of derrse-bodied, hard-firing fabrics wil,
surface coatings and/or burnishing, especially the mixed clay fabric I descriilo~

bn can be seen as directly related to the function of the amphorae, These fabri,ave,
are relatively impermeablel3 and there is scant evidence to indicate that the
Egyptians deemed it desirable to enhance this c h aracteristic by applying coatingsto
the interior of the vessels.!" One of the commonest commodities contained by amphorae
was wine (Leahy 1985, 66 with references)15 and it is possible to suggest on Ihe
basis of the evidence of the ostraca from Deir el-Medineh that the Egyptian namefor
the amphora was mnt (Kemp 1979, 183), Janssen states that all deliveries of wine10
that community were in vessels of that name (1975, 350),16 Furthermore, in the lists
of donations to various temples made by Ramses III recorded in Papyrus Harris 1,the
use of the mnt vessel as a container of a wide range of commodities predominates,
e.g, wine, ale, oils, incense, honey (Papyrus Harris I, 15a 1-13; Erichsen 1933).
Such are the commodities which hieratic dockets show were stored or transported in
amphorae, Holthoer has suggested that the name hlrnt was also used (1977, 97), Recent
work at Amarna has shown that amphorae of categories 1a and 1b were used extensively
in water supply and distribution, including imported examples of types figA nos ),)
once emptied of their original content of wine or oil (Rose 1987a; Rcnfrew 1987),

A study carried out by Dr Helen Jacquet-Gordon of the inscribed amphora fragmenls01
Ramesside date from Deir el-Medineh has indicated that certain shapes werc usedfor
the storage/transport of pa ti I di , , 'r leu ar commo ILIes (personal comrnunrcauon, 1982; see
also Bell 1982 160-161) F ', . or WIne, amphorae of category 1a with round shoulders ana
an angular transition to th k .' .'. e nee , were used, while for nlJIJ·oil a type with a Wider,
straighter shoulder whi h h ,,' ,
Ira

" ,IC as an angular junctron with the body but a round
nsuron to the neck was d N hh 'eategory Lb ,use, .. -011 was also occasionally stored in amphorae01

, charactensed by hi h fltransiti a ig at shoulder with a pronounced angular
SI Ion to the rest of the bodstored' hi y and a short neck, Other types of oil and fats were

In t IS type. Such a t d di , .. 'of th' s an ar isauon would have enabled the idenl,flcallOo
e content SImply by a glance at the shape of the taicon ainer.

However, during' the course of h '
from Malkata (H t e author s study of the inscribed amphora fragmenls

ope 1978) no si '1 Ihampered by th f ml ar pattern emerged, That work was unfortunaley
e act that the s " f

the shoulder, so that th urvlvIng fragments preserved little other than pari 0
..... e morphology f th ' d•ne majority of th ' 0 e complete shape could not be determlOe,

. ' e pieces came f fO
contamers for be ' m round shouldered amphorae which had servedas
sh verages (WIne and al) f· ' h
oulders, either va' e, Dod stuffs and oil. Amphorae with slratgI

ha nants of cate or
ve contained beverages, g y 1a or of category lh here, were found alsoto

Amphorae
were undOUbtedly reused d

continuously within a domestic context, provide
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theYwere not damaged during the removal of the large mud sealings which
fre~uenlly used to close them, particularly those which had contained were

f . ~(~a~
1978,2), The practice 0 openmg amphorae so sealed by simply lopping off the neck
and sealing together was amply attested at Malkata (Hope 1978, 8) and is not
restricted to that site, The reuse of amphorae is clearly indicat d b theye Occurrence
of double dockets on some fragments (c.g, Hayes 1951 39) and one h f. ., ' . amp ora rom the
Tombof Tutankhamun carncs a hieratic docket on its shoulder me ti , 'W'. I.... ~ n 10nIng me of
good quality from I~ty, while Its Jar sealing identifies the contents as 'Fruit of
the Southern Oasis' (Cerny 1965, no, 24; Cairo JE 62300), A similar explanation, thai
of re-use, possibly accounts f~r the inclusion of the jar dated to year 31 (of
Amenhotep III) in thai tomb (Cerny 1965, no, 25), dockets from Amarna with regnal
dates of Amenhotep III (e.g. years 28 and 30: Fairman 1951, 152; year 31: Leahv
1985,no, 73), the amphora dated to year 2 of Horemheb and those of years 6 and 19 o-f
Ram"ses II in tomb 359/360 at Deir cl-Medinch (Nagel 1938, 14-51)_ The Horemheb
amphorafrom this lomb, even though re-used, must have been extremely old by the time
it was interred in the tomb.!" In general the re-use of these vessels was probably
restrictedto a fairly short span of time (Leahy 1985, 66).

In addition to their use in transport and storage amphorae were also used for the
servingof beverages on religious occasions, at banquets or in other less festive
circumstances in the home, Occasionally they were drunk from directly with the aid of
a siphon (on this see Bcll 1987, note 80), especially in the case of beer. This is
depictedupon a stela from Amarna in West Berlin (no,14122; Spiegelberg & Erman 1908)
which is illustrated at the front of this chapter, a satirical sketch on an ostracon
of XIXth dynasty date (Brunner-Traut 1974, 125 & fig, 43) and in the Tomb of Ipuy
(Dcire1-Medineh tomb 217), a contemporary of Ramses 11 (Wilkinson & Hill 1983, 148),
Theamphorae depicted as so used are of categories 1.a and Ic here and are shown with
polychrome decoration, It is probable that polychrome decorated amphorae of
categories 1 and 2 were used mainly in serving rather than storage or transport. The
fragile nature of 'their decoration would not stand up to much handling or careless

treatment.

Finally, it is worth reiterating here that the use of one ware type (cream slipped
and burnishcd, mixcd fabric I) in the manufacture of amphorae during the New Kmgdom,, . r ti in then
m preference to most others indicates a degree of specra Isa lOn
m f 18 ' f h f ctional requirements
anuaeture. The potters were, quite clearly, aware 0 t e un
f h ' ' d th fore selected a c1av
o t e amphora, primarily the need for impermeability an, ere, ..
I ' h 't' ble and apphed
ype (or group of closely related clay types) whlc was sUI a , '

d
' ' f h' f brie It IS pOSSIble

Scconary surface treatmenlS to enhance the efflclency ate a .
I ' nl and that these
o suggest that mosl amphorae were made at certam centres 0 Y
ba " ,'I I gions, such as the

pro bly COinCided wilh the main wine producmg and agncu lura re..... I f
Dell' d d h lementation of supp Y rom

a an the Fayum. When other fabrics were use , t e supp . H
the ' r'd (Hope 1978, 72-4, ope,
se centres with locally made amphorae may be Imp Ie d 'I dBl ' further eta I e
aUer & Riederer 1981, Part IV), This suggestion requIres

mvet" .s (gatlOn, however, before it can be regarded as proven.
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Amphorae of Category 3

., . h t those shuwn on fig. 7 nos 4-8 and pIs 8b-9 but lacking
Amphorae s irrrilar In S ape 0 ib

. I h d d ration arc represenled amongst the tn utc brought tothe distinctive a ntma ea ceo
d S· envoys during the first half of the XVff lth dynastyEgypt by Aegean an ynan - .

d Vercoutter 1956, passim). In some scenes they arc termed ikn or(Montet 1937 an
b t d that the usc of gazelle/ibex heads upon these vesseslsikny. It has ceo sugges e . ..,

., S' . II ence because of its aSSOcIatIOn with the god Reshep (Fulcomay Indicate ynan m ue .
1976, 29). However, to my knowledge no such vessels have been found outside Egyptand
the use of the gazelle/ibex motif is undoubtedly of Indigenous insprranon, the
gazelle was sacred to the goddess Anukis. While they were probably used for serving
wine, it IS unlikely that they were used for storage or transport; they probably
possessed an ornamental value. The gazelle or ibex heads, occasionally with bodies
also, occur only in one position on the vessel, at the 'front" which may have a more
elaborate decor-ative scheme than the 'back'.

Examples of the polychrome decorated amphorae of the types illustrated on fig.) nos
1-2 and pl. 8a all seem to derive from funerary contexts. Where their provenance is
known they all originate from Deir cl-Mcdinch and Gurob only (Bell 1987). They may
have been decorated specifically for usc in the afterlife and Bell has suggested a
possible conne ction with the celebration of the Festival of the Valley at Thebes
(1987, 56-7). A result of this is the possible identification of the floral collars
painted upon these amphorae with the 'collar of justification' (m3h/wJh IJ mJ' brill),

associated with concepts of rehirth and regeneration (Bell 1987,57).

Thefollowing list of well dated amphorae is based primarily upon complete vessels or
large fragments thereof, which can he attributed with a degree of certainty to
rticular morphological variations within the categories adopted In this study.

pa . I be .
Shcrdmaterial has, In genera, ion omitted, except in the case of that from

Malkata. Where museum numbers arc known they have been cited; the excavation numbers
are used for material from the University Museum, University of Pennsylvania
excavationsat Malkata. The following abbreviations arc used:

NK~New Kingdom
A~Amenhotep, Akh ~Akhenaton, H = Hatshepsut, Ho r ~ Horcmheb Mer ~ Merenptah
R=Ramesses, Tut = Tutankhamun

Dynastiesarc given in Roman numerals

For theware types:
N~Nileclay, M = Marl clay, Mx = Mixed clay type, S = slip, B ~ Burnished, C = Cream
R~Red,W ~ White

Cat.~ category Fig. = figure

C.t Fig. PI. Ware Date

I, 1.1 ? Hat

Museums:
Ash
8M
Cairo
Cleveland
Florence
Hunterian

Liverpool
MFA
MMA
01
Sydney
Turin
UC
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The Ashmolean Museum, Oxford
The British Museum, London
The Egyptian Museum, Cairo; the Journal dEntrcc number is cited

The Cleveland Museum of Art
The Archaeological Museum, University of Florence
The Huntcriau Museum, Glasgow
Mcrscysidc County Museums, Liverpool
The Museum of Fine Art, Boston
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
The Oriental Institute, University of Chicago
The Nicholson Muse urn, University of Sydney
The Museum of Egyptian Antiquity, Turin

h I University College LondonThe Petrie Museum of Egyptian Arc aco ogy,

PI. = plate

References

Egyptian Hat-Till

C· Lansing &
3 83 & 84& vessel in arro:MMA 36. .' .

H 193736-9' Hayes 1957,79-80; Amtranaycs . , l

1969,141. 915 I
1937b 92-4 & figA7; Firth I ,p s

Bruyere, . 04
21a 22b' Reisner 1910,64 & rtg.3 .

" & I XXXV lib.vcrcoutler 1962,115 p.? All
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102 Cat Fig. PI. Ware Date References
References

e.t. F''ll' PI. Ware Date

Holthoer 1977,98-9, pis 22 & 54.
'Coarse 'Pre-Aye' Holscher 1939, p1.57e.

1.2 Mx? Hat-TIll clay.grey-

2a Canaanite AIIl? Liverpool 1977-112.237; the vessel now yellow,
contains a note referring to a docket of
AlII, which cannot be detected on the vessel.

smoothed'

? ? AlIl/Hor Nagel 1938, fig.109.2.

1.1/2 ? TIll Hayes 1935, fig.21.
2.2 Mxll,B Alii Malkata M73/E 630.

Mx? Hat-TlIl Holthoer 1977,98-9,pI.22.
? Akh Peet & Woolley 1923,p1.Ll

1.3
Mxl,CS An Brack & Brack 1977,70 & p1.63.

5a N Akh Ash 1893.1-41.268:Lesko 1977,27; BM 58620.

? 'Pre-Aye' Holscher 1939, p1.57i.

1.4 'White Hat-TlIl Firth 1927, 87 no.v.

Ware
2.3 ? ?AIII/Hor Nagel 1938, fig.I09.1.

?MI,CS Hor Nagel 1938,15 & fig.9.6.

1.5 Mxl/Il TIlI/ All Cairo 66207: Winlock 1932, 31,fig.17e & pl. Mxll RII Nagel 1938, fig.l0.n

XXXI.'
?N RII Nagel 1938, fig. 13.26.

Mxl,CS RII Nagel 1938, fig.2.33.

1.3/4/5 Egyptian TIn Bruyere 1937a,fig.25.3. ? Rill Spiegelberg 1923,fig.27.

1.6 ? TlIl Karnak North AP430 & 1155: Jacquet 1971,279! 2.4 1Mxl RII Nagel 1938,figs 8.2 & 10.11 ;Davies 1927,39.

pl.XI. VIII.
2b MxlJ? All UC.15937:Petrie 1897,5 & 21,pI.V;?Randall. 2.5 1Mxll RII Nagel 1938, fig.8.1.

MacIver & Woolley 1911,116 & p1.39.I0966. 1 RII Schiaparelli 19241,54.

?WS TIV Guidotti 1981,95- 6, figs 1-2 & pl.lA
(decorated). 2.6 1Mxll Rli Nagel 1938, fig.8.3.

1.7 Mxl,CSB All Brack & Brack 1977,67-8 & pI. 15; 2 vessels 2.7 Paris 1976, no. LII.Mxl,CS Rli

(decorated). 1M RII Nagel 1938, fig.12.21.

2.1 2c Mxl,CSB
N RII Nagel 1938, fig.9.8.

AIlI M74.Cl.l: Hope 1978, Part lI,fig.la; Malkala Mxll? RII Nagel 1938, fig.13.28.

J6759, 6760,6857,6755(deeoraled); Hayes 1959,
Iig.Lfi l . It occurs in a wide range of wares, 2.8 Mer Petrie 1890, pI.20.32.

see Hope 1978 Part lI,table 4. Cairo 62319 N,CS Siptah/
UC.19159: Petrie 1897,17 & 29, pI.XVII;17

(vessel from lomb of Tut); Spiegelberg 1'11J9, TWDsret examples were found.

39-40 & p1.XIX.71 (decorated); Newberry 1'XXJ,
145 & pl.Il (decorated). On the provenance of 3.1 Mxl,Cs RII

Brunton & EngcJbaeh 1927, 21-4 & p1.38.

Mxl,CSB Akh
the last two examples see Bell 1987,73. 6a N,CSB ?XX

UC.I9154: Griffith 1890, pI.XIV.5.

M,CS Akh
BM 57427,57429,& 58457.

3,4a Mxl,CS/ TUl
Ash 1936.657: Lesko 1977, 27; BM 57428. 3.2 ?Mxl RII Nagel 1938, fig.17.43; Steindorff 1937,

CSB
Vessels from his tomb,now in Cairo: Carter p1.78.

1933, pl.L ;Lesko 1977,22 & 24.
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References

cat. Fig. PI. Ware nate References

Cal. FII· Pl. Ware Date

XVIII-XIX Engelbach 1915,p1.XXXVll; Loat 1904, pUI. 3' 7.1 N,WS RII Nagcl 1938, fig.24.96-9.

5.13 ? Mxl,eSB RlI Ash 1921.1322,Hunlerian D1921.27:Brunton &

5.14 ? XVIII-XIX Loat 1904, pUI.
Engclbach 1927, pis XXIX, XXXVIII(several
examples) Bourriau 1981a, nO.147.

5.15 Mxl,CSB AIII Malkata M73/J 6754.
N, S RII MMA 86.1.11: Bell 1987,50 no.3.

N,W RII Cairo 27216: Eggebrecht 1975,158 & pI. XLV lib.

2a 6.1 MxI,CSB AIII Malkata M73/ J 6756.
M,CS RII MMA 86.1.10: Hayes 1959, fig.257.

N AIII Malkata M73/E 7785.
M/Mxll, Rll OJ 86.1.13: Bell 1987, 50 noA.

? AIII Sehiaparelli 1927?,fig. 141.
C

? Akh Frankfort & Pendlebury 1933, pl.LIII.
N,WS XIX-XX Nagel 1938, fig.24.100-3

4a ?Mxl,CS Tut Cairo 62300: Lesko 1977,6 no.5oo.

'coarse 'Pre-Aye' HOlscher 1939, p1.57a. 7.2 N? XIX Loat 1904,6 & pl.1.

grey-yellow,
yellow out,

3b 7.3 N,eS Akh Cairo 2671.

smoothed'
7.4 N, S Alll Numerous fragments from Malkata,

6.2 ?MxI,CS Akh Frankfort & Pendlebury 1933, pl.L111. N,eS Akh Fragments from Amarna.

ICSB
(Tbe example illustrated on fig.7.4 IS an unprovcnanced vessel, UC 8697: see chapter

2b 6.3 Mxl,CSB All Darcssy 1902, pl.1V, no.24009. I, fig. 11e and Bourriau 1987, pI. XXVI.2)

?MxI,CS/ Late Bruyere 1937h, fig.47.

CSB XVIII 7.5 N,eS Alll Malkata M74/Bl 349; OJ 12.180.35.

? Akh Pect & Woolley 1923, pI. LIIl(several
examples). 7.6 8b N,CS Alll

MMA 11.215.460: Hayes 1959,247-8 & fig. 150

Mxl,CSB Akh Ash 1937.880 (decorated).
& Hope 1987a, illustration 16)

& WS

6.4 ?

7.4-6 ?N,eS Akh
Pendlebury 1951,236; several fragments from

Akh Frankfort & Pendlebury 1933, pl.LIII.
Amarna (Hope forthcoming)

'fine "Pre-Aye' Holscher 1939, p1.57b.
grey-yellow, 7.7 M,WS Am?

Cleveland 20.1997: Cooney 1965,5-6 & Boston,

surface yellow
& red polished'

1982 no.81.

6.5 7e MxI,CS
7.8 N,CS Am

Fragments from Malkata. .

AlII Turin 8619-20: Sehiaparelli 19217, fig.l24.
Ash 1893.1-41.293-4; BM 59276; Calf0 66739;

?Mxl,CSB
N,CS Akh

Tut Winlock 1941, pis V & IXa
Sydney 62.1026; UC 24631-3. (all in Hope

?MxI,CSB XVIII-XIX Petrie 1890, pI.XXI.44.
forthcoming)

6.6 MxI,CS
9 N,CS Late

MFA 64.9: Terrace 1964,49-52; Boston 1982,

RII Nagc11938, fig.15.37. XVIl1 no.70.

6.7 MxI,CS XIX-XX Nagel 1938, fig.15.38.

6.8 ? XIX-XX Petrie 1891, pI.XXI1.7.
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NOTES

1. I am grateful to the following for permission to reproducc drawings herein: The
Department of EgyplOlogy, University College London, The Egypt Exploration
Society, L'Institut Fran~ais d'Archeologie Oricntale, Cairo, Professor T. Save·
SOderbergh and Professor R. Holthoer, and Verlag Phillip von Zabern. This study
was prepared in 1980 and last revised in 1988. For a short study of Egyptian
amphorae see Wood, B. G., 'Egyptian Amphorae of the New Kingdom and Ramessidc

Periods', Biblical Archaeologist June 1987,75-8

2. I am indebted to Or. Manfred Bietak and Dr Helen Jacquet-Gordon for information on
amphorae from Tell el-Dab'a, Karnak North and Deir el-Medineh, and to Professor
Rostislav Holthoer for information on amphorae from Amarna now in East Berlin.
Barbara Adams and Rosalind Hall of the Petrie Museum facilitated the preparation
of this study in various ways. I am grateful to Miss Janine Bourriau and Anthony
J. Mills for their comments upon this study. Johnothan C. Howell kindly assisted

with the preparation of the illustrations.

3. The standard definition of a type IS employed here, i.c., the oecurrence of a

particular shape in a given ware.

4. The study of the inscribed ostraca from Deir el-Medineh by Dr Helen Jacquet-Gorden
will shed valuable light upon the wares used in the manufacture of amphorae during

the Ramesside Period.

5. Comparative material was very kindly supplied by Mrs Sara Ben-Arieh from Canaanite
Jars of Late Bronze Age II date from the Palestinian sites of Tell Akko, Tell Mar
and Tell Arad. Mr Peter Parr and Dr Ruth Amiran have identified the sherds from
Malkata as of Palestinian origin.

6. Nagel applied the t herm amp ora to some vessels without handles, e.g., Nagel 1938!
fig. 62.3.

7. It is unnecessary to suggest that the examples of category Ib amphorae found
amongst the pottery from to b 35 jnot of Rames sid m s 9 360 at De ir el-Mcdineh were all re-used, and

arnessi e date as was d b Hbegu . h .' one y olthoer (1977, 97). Work on tomb 359 was
n In t e reign of Ramesse III d'buried ther-e! s ,an Its owner Inherkha' may not have been

erern until the beginnin r h . J.. "Tomb 360 d t h' got e reign of Ramesses IX (Cerny 1973, 308).
a es to t e reign of R IInherkha' (C" amses II and belonged to Kaha grandfather 0
erny, op. CIt., 296-8) Th -'. d

in the front . . . e pottery from both tombs was found miX'
courtyard, which th h, .

have originated fro . h ey s arcd, and amphorae of category lb could
melt er of these tombs,

8. Examples attested by shoulder f
ragments are known from Malkata, Amarna and Buhen,
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9.Another example is an unnumbered vessel in the Petrie Museum, made from mixed clay
fabrie I with a cream, burnished slip. It is unprovenanccd and cannot be more

precisely dated than to the New Kingdom.

10.Unnumbered examples to be found in the Petrie Museum made from mixed clay fabric
I with a cream, burnished slip. They arc unprovcnanccd and cannot, therefore, be

precisely dated.

11.An unprovenanced and unnumbered example 10 the Petrie Museum, made from mixed

clay fabric t with a cream, burnishcd slip.

12.The exact date of this vessel is uncertain; it is made from a Nile silt fabric

which is red coated.

13. To test this an experiment was carried out In the Petrie Museum on .a large
amphora (Ue. 19155) of unknown provenance. It is 72.0 ems in height, made from
mixed clay fabric I with a cream, burnished slip. The vessel is of the type shown
on fig. 2.7 of this study. II was filled with water to the point where the neck
begins, and the level of the water was measured from this point at regular
intervals. After 2 days it had dropped 2.0 ems, and after a week 5.5 ems; after 3
weeks the water was 10.5 ems below the original level. The degree at which the
water permeated the vessel wall can be seen to have decreased quite considerably
after the first Icw days, though leakage continued throughout the three week
period. The areas through whicb most water escaped were those where the surface
coating had worn away, and very little seemed to permeate through the coated
areas. When filled to the beginning of the neck, 13.5 ems below the rim, the
vessel held 17.3 litres and weighed 21 kg. The volume of water lost after 11 days
was 0.675 lures, and after 21 days 1.45 litres. The rate of absorption and
subsequent loss of liquid may be greater in the drier, hotter climate of Egypt.,

S
. h \ d .nscribed upon them. It IS

orne amphorae have been found Wit me WOf mn I -

possible that this refers to the Illn; measure of capacity, which is thought to

h
. I . S "The """ ao measure' Joumal

ave been the equivalent of 15 litrcs (A lItOV, ., C - 'i .!

( I
. .ivablc that the name mill

o Egyptian Arcl13co/ogy 58 (1972), 302). t IS concct . .
. . ' . d ' ·d f m the 11]111 measure which

which may have been applied to amphorae was crrvc TO

they could contain.

14. Amongst the inscribed fragments which have been examined during the. course of
this study, one from Amarna has a black, resinous coating adhermg to ItS
. . ." ) and black deposits resembtmg
interior (unnumbered shcrd In the Petne Museum. 33 5. . I M dineh (Nagel 1938, 22 nOS -
pitch arc referred to on fragments from Deu' c - e . . their

T
kl un had a resinous coatmg on

& 45). That amphora from the tomb of utan -i am
. di (Lucas 1962 19-20).
interiors. as stated by Carter, has been igprovc rt • •

viniculture
bis zum

sec: Abd cr·Razia,
Ende des Neuen

M., 'Die
Rciches',15. For recent sludies of Egyptian wine and

Altagyptischen Weingarten (kJnwjk3ll1w)
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104 cat 1"18· Pl. Ware Date References

PI. Ware Date References Mxl,CSB AlII Malkata M73/ J 6753.
ClI1. P"Ill· 4.4

3.3 ? XIX/XX Nagel 1938, fig. 16.39-40.
?N,CS XIX-XX Nagel 1938, fig.14.33.4.5

3.4 ?N XIX/XX Nagel 1938, fig.14.31.2.
4.6 1Mxll XIX-XX Nagel 1938, fig.15.35.

3.5 Mxl,eS XX? Nagel 1938, fig. 17.44.

N XIX/XX? UC.19153. 4.7 1M XIX-XX Nagel 1938, fig.14.34.
6b

?Mxl/ll XXI Nagel 1938, figs 17.45, 18.48·50& 19. 56·58
5.1 ? ?N.K. Peet & Woolley 1923, pI. LII(several

3.6 ? XIX-XX? Peet & Woolley 1923, pl.L1V. examples).

3.7 ? ?XX Griffith 1890, pI.XIV.8. 5.2 1 ?N.K. Peet & Woolley 1923, pI. LII(several
examples).

1b 4.1 Canaanite AlII Malkata M73/ J 681>0

Mxl,eSB AlII Malkata M73/K 2336 & 7935 5.3 1 ?XX Griffith 1890, pI.XIV.3, several examples,

Mxll,B AlII Malkata M73/K 2287 one IS:

Mxl,eSB Akh Sherds obse rvcd at Amarna 6c N,eS ue 16785 (tumulus VI)

Mxl,eS Seti I UC.30020: Petrie 1909,13 & pl.XL V1.12. This
may be an example of figA.3. 5.4 ?N,eS Akh Peet & Woolley 1923, pI. LIII(several

examples, one decorated; op. cit.,90).

4.2 Canaanite AlII Malkata M74/C5 1.
Akh-XIX Peet & Woolley 1923, pl.L11 several Ie 5.5 Mxl,eSB All Brack & Brack 1977,pI.65.

examples, some decorated, one is:
Mxll,eS Cairo 57357 5.6 Mxl,CSB All Brack & Brack 1977,pI.65.
Canaanite Akh Rose 1987b, 133 & fig.5.10, vessel 62485

4b Canaanite Late UC.26008: Smith 1976,193·4 and Emery, Smith& 5.7 Malkata M73/J 6862 & 1189/1702.Mxl,CSB AlII
? XVIII Millard 1979, pl.1D6c.

7b N,eS
5.8 1Mxl,CSB Akh Frankfort & Pendlcbury 1933,pLLlIl(scveral

AIII-Akh Sherds from Malkata and Amarna, some examples)
MxI,CS/CSB decorated.
Mxll, 5.9 Peet & Woolley 1923, pI. LI( several
Mxll,B

1Mxl,CSB Akh

Mxll,WS
examples).

.3 ? Akh-XIX
5.10 Mxl,CSB Akh

Peet & Woolley 1923, pI. LI II (several

Pcet & Woolley 1923, pl.L1l(scveral examples, examples, one is BM 58626).

?
some decorated). ?Mxl,CSB XVIII-XIX Petrie 1890, pl.XXIA2 (decorated).

Akh Pendlebury 1951, 236(dccorated).
? ?AIII& Nagel 1938, figs 110.34·6 & 111 (or FigA.7) Brunton & Engelbach 1927, pl.38.

Hor
5.11 ?Mxl,CSB XIX(RII?)

M,B RII Nagel 1938, fig.2.8.(or Fig. 4.7)
/es

? XVIII/XIX Petrie 1890, p1.XX.l3. 5.12 Petrie 1891,18 & pI.XIX.2
N,RSB Seti II
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I A· 1 "olo"/scllell Illstituts Ablcilullg Kairo 35 (1979)
'1 des Dcutsc len , C ra Eo 'MilicI uneen I' . P. and Grivctti, L., Food: II,e• 7 D b W J Gha ioungui,

227- 247; Lesko 197; ar y, ." 4 5 The possibility that wine,
Gifl of Osiris (1977, London), II, chapters 1 - .

h d· tages were stored in them (Lesko 1977,
were aged in amphorae, and t at goo VI~ .

im), is difficult to verify, and this IS not the place to attempt it.
pasSIm, d be . t d out that only when dealing with precisely dated
However, it shoul pam e

are fullv labelled and sealed, so that their age can be determined,
jars, which

be
broached. Even under these conditions one cannot be certain

can this topic
not re-used and scaled without the erasure of an already existing

that a jar was
the case with one of the vessels from the lomb of Tutankhamun

docket, as was
referred to in the text of this study. The jars from that tomb do suggest that
wine was kept in amphorae for several years, c.g., a vintage of year 4 was still

available at the time of the kings death in year 10.

16. See also Fairman 1951, 161 no. 4 for a reference to the delivery of wine In mn

vessels from Amarna.

17. Accepting the evidence of the docket found in the Mcmphite tomb of Horcmheb, this
monarch's highest known year date is year 13 (Martin, G. T., 'Excavations at the
Memphite Tomb of Horemheb, 1978: Preliminary Report', Journal of Egypli,"
Arcllaeology 65 (l979), 13-16). From year 2 of Horemhcb to the accession III
Ramesses II would amount to 27 years. Of the burials in tomb 359/360 at Dcir cl-
Mcdineh only those of Kaha and lnherkha' can be dated with precision, to the end
of the reign of Ramcsses II or beginning of that of Mcrcnptah and the beginning
of the reign of Ramcsses IX respectively (see note 7, above). For the amphora of
Horcmhcb's reign to have been part of the funerary equipment of either of these
two would make it between 90 and 200 years old on burial. Tombs 359 and 360 also
contained the burials of several other people, including Kaha's father Huy (Nagel
1938, 34-6; Cerny 1973, 294-298), whose inscribed ca nopic jars were found (ibid.,
fig. 23.78-80). Other dated amphorae from these tombs mention years 6, 19, 36, 40
and 46-49, probably all of Ramesses II. All of these jars and that or Horemhcl»
'reign probably originated from tomb 360 rather than 359. The Horemheb year 2
amphora, as well as several of those dated to the reign of Ramesscs Il, probably
accompanied an earlier burial therein, such as that of Huy. ~

18. Suggested also in Nicholson and Rose 1985 149 This same ware type was also used
for onc-ha ndted tall n k d' '.' k, ee e Jars, lentoid flasks, double-vessels (e.g., flas's
and tankards), tankards a d id b . I df n WI e odicd, neekless jars. This presumably resu te
rom the fact that they w rd' . dfee estmed to contain commodities, especially OIls an
per urnes as well as wines and f d' r

h
00 stuffs, whic h were highly valued. The loss 0

eoetents t rough seepage ld h dWh th he.i wou ave occurred if porous fabrics had been use·
e er t err manufacture was r . '

of
estncted to the same centres or a limited number

centres, as has been su I

probable. ggcsted for the amphorae, is uncertain, though
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Plate 1:Amphora with sealing of Queen Hatshepsut: Fig.! no.1
(courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art; 66.3.83).
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Plate 7a: Amphorae should h d .er s er s with polychrome decoration fromMalula.

Plate 7h: Shoulder sherds from a polychrome decorated amphora fromAmuna
(Courtesy of the Ashmolean Museum; 1893.1-41.308).

b f Kh t Deir c1.Mcdio~
. Pol chrome painted vessels from the tom 0 a a .

Plate 7c. YEt" Museum Turin' centre 8619: Flg.6 noj).
(Courtesy of the gyp Ian "

.: Polychromedecorated vessels from Deir el-Medineh
(Courtesy of the Egyptian Museum, Berlin; 21326, 21325 & 21327).

amphora fromM Ik
of th a ata (Fie Metropolitan M 19.7 no.4)

useurn of Ar
t,Rogers Fund 1911'

, 11.215 4J;n,



Plate 9: Large blue-painted amphora
(Courtesy of the Museum of Fine Art, Boston; 64.9).


